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                             Sunday, March 16, 2014 2:00pm – 3:30pm AHSIE Council Business Meeting (Sheraton Fairplex Conference Center) 4:00pm – 5:30pm US Department of Education HSI-STEM Grantee Meeting (Sheraton Fairplex Conference Center) 3:30pm – 7:00pm Conference Registration (Sheraton Fairplex Conference Center) 6:00pm – 8:00pm Opening Reception — Networking Mixer –hors d’oeuvres and cash bar  
                             Monday, March 17, 2014 7:00 am –  4:00 pm Conference Registration  7:00am – 9:30am Continental Breakfast Available  8:30am – 9:30am Morning Plenary – Welcome by University of La Verne Provost / Tom Brown & Associates  9:45am – 10: 45am Concurrent Sessions — SECTION I: Sessions 1-7  11:00am – 12:00pm Concurrent Sessions—  SECTION II: Sessions 8-14  12:00pm – 1:15 pm Scholarship Luncheon — Award Ceremony and Student Presentations  1:30pm – 2:30pm Concurrent Sessions  — SECTION III: Sessions 15-21  2:45pm  – 3:45 pm Concurrent Sessions — SECTION IV: Sessions 22-28  4:00pm – 5:00pm Concurrent Sessions — SECTION V: Sessions 29-35  6:00pm – 8:00pm Dinner on your own (see back of program for local dining and points of interest) 

                            Tuesday, March  18, 2014 7:00 am  –  4:00 pm Conference Registration  7:00am – 9:30am Continental Breakfast Available  8:30am – 9:30am Morning Plenary — Networking Session  9:45am – 10: 45am Concurrent Sessions — SECTION VI: Sessions 35-42  11:00am – 12:00pm Concurrent Sessions — SECTION VII: Sessions 43-49  12:00pm – 1:15 pm Lunch- AHSIE Membership Meeting  1:30pm –  2:30pm Concurrent Sessions — SECTION VIII: Sessions 50-56  2:45pm – 3:45 pm Concurrent Sessions — SECTION IX: Sessions 57-63  4:00pm  – 5:00pm Concurrent Sessions — SECTION X: Sessions 64-70  5:30pm  – 7:30pm President’s Dinner– Guest Speaker: Dolores Huerta (Sheraton Fairplex Conference Center) 
                         Wednesday, March 19, 2014 7:00am – 9:30am Continental Breakfast Available  8:30am – 9:30am Morning Plenary Session– Panel Q&A with AHSIE Council  9:45am – 10: 45am Concurrent Sessions — SECTION XI: Sessions 71-75  11:00am – 12:00pm Concurrent Sessions — SECTION XII: Sessions 75-80  12:00pm Conference Concludes — Remember to turn in your evaluations.  See you next year! 1:00pm – 3:00pm AHSIE Council Business Meeting  

 

 

Agenda 

Conference events take place at the University of La Verne unless otherwise noted.  See campus map on last page.  
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Dear Colleagues: On behalf of the AHSIE Council, we are pleased to welcome you to the 6th Annual Alliance of HSI Educators (AHSIE or “the Alliance”) Best Practices Conference at the University of La Verne.   We believe that this year’s Conference, with its outstanding speakers and 80 concurrent sessions, brings together the commitment, work, innovation, effective models and vision that characterize the nation’s HSIs.  The Conference will provide many opportunities for you to connect with your peers, to learn from their efforts and to share your own knowledge and wisdom.  At the University of La Verne, we are genuinely privileged to host, for the second time, this critical mass of working professionals who are intent on sharing and learning how to best serve students who attend HSIs. Our hope is that every conference attendee will leave with new tools and be inspired to courageously pursue creative programming to meet the needs of your students. The Best Practices Conference expresses the purpose and the mission of the Alliance.  AHSIE exists to support HSIs in their quest to provide quality, relevant educational opportunities to their students and communities.  AHSIE’s activities are intended to benefit HSI practitioners/educators through cooperation, networking, partnerships, information-sharing, technical assistance and collaboration.  Much of this work revolves around “best practices” – the things we do every day to support the success of our students.    Our goal is to contribute to the capacities and successes of the nation’s HSIs, and through them to the nation’s higher education system.  We see our role as paramount in the advancement of Hispanic postsecondary students.  While HSIs represent less than 10% of colleges and universities in the U.S., we enroll over 50% of all Hispanic students.  Clearly, the current environment for HSIs is difficult and uncertain, both in terms of the national political picture and the instability of funding for HSIs, and in terms of the organizational and financial stressors affecting each of our campuses.  As we move forward, we invite your comments, input and suggestions on ways to improve the effectiveness of the Alliance, and on ways we can advance the HSI Community.   If you have questions or concerns, or want to help us in this work by serving on an AHSIE committee, please don’t hesitate to contact the members of the AHSIE Council, who are your representatives in this work. 
 Sincerely,  
 

 
 
 

 
David F. Trujillo 
AHSIE Council President  
Director of Grants, Special Projects and Title V 
University of New Mexico-Taos  

Daniel Loera, Ed.D. 
AHSIE Conference Co-chair 
Director, Office of Multicultural Services 
University of La Verne  

¡Bienvenidos!  
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 Greetings HSI Professionals,  Thank you for attending the 2014 AHSIE Conference. We are honored to have the University of La Verne host this important and informative conference for the second time, on the very campus where the Alliance was originally established. This year’s conference marks the largest Alliance gathering thus far with over 350 participants. Participation has increased more than 20 percent since last year, which confirms the growing need to share best practices and high-impact practices among higher education Hispanic Serving Institutions. The increasing number of HSIs require that we, as allied institutions, work collaboratively, learning from each other, for the common good of our students. The theme for the 2014 AHSIE Conference is “Cultivating Leadership and Success in HSIs.” As Hispanic Serving Institutions, we have the opportunity to plant the seeds of success with a significant group of students, inspiring them to grow and evolve into accomplished college graduates and leaders in their community. We are part of an important national conversation, and I believe the work completed during this year’s conference will help each institution present continue to better serve all of our students while furthering the important work of meeting the needs of the “Dreamers.” Sincerely, 
 Devorah Lieberman, Ph.D. President University of La Verne 

Welcome!  
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About AHSIE  The Alliance of Hispanic Serving Institution Educators (AHSIE) exists to support the work of the nation’s Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSIs) as they seek to provide quality, relevant educational opportunities to large and growing numbers of underserved populations, particularly Hispanic students. All of the Alliance’s activities directly benefit practitioners and educators at HSIs. 
To qualify as a Hispanic Serving Institution, an institution of higher education must have a full-time undergraduate student population that is at least 25% Hispanic. These institutions are not only eligible for Title V funding through the U.S. Department of Education, but have the unique opportunity to promote higher education for Hispanic students as well as serving AHSIE’s goal of supporting educators via cooperation, networking, partnerships, information-sharing, technical assistance and collaboration.  
Members of the Alliance share professional development opportunities, find technical assistance for the implementation of Title V funding and other capacity-building projects and use the annual national conference as a forum to disseminate “best practices” for improving educational out-comes for students.  
As a member of AHSIE, you will gain access to invaluable resources that will foster growth in a number of areas including professional development, leadership and best practices. This Annual HSI/Title V Conference provides members with opportunities to network and share feedback with other HSI member institutions while learning how to effectively manage educational initiatives and maximize grant funding.  
In addition, the Alliance fosters cooperation and collaboration among member institutions in or-der to produce more competitive grant applications to federal agencies that provide funding for higher education. The Alliance will also act as a liaison between federal agencies and its member institutions.  

Alliance of Hispanic Serving Institution Educators 

PO Box 2100, Taos, NM 87571-2100 

info@ahsie.org  
www.ahsie.org  

Facebook.com/AHSIEducators 
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AHSIE Council  

David F. Trujillo, President 2013-14 University of New Mexico – Taos Director of Grants, Special Initiatives and Title V dtrujillo@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2016 

 David Trujillo is currently President of the Alliance of Hispanic Serving Institution Educators and a member of the Alliance’s Executive Committee. Mr. Trujillo has previously worked in grants and sponsored programs offices at Northern New Mexico College, New Jersey City University, the University of Southern Colorado (now Colorado State University – Pueblo) and Pueblo Community College. His 25-plus years of experience working with Hispanic Serving Institutions have led to what he calls an “obsession with advancing the status, capacities and influence of HSIs, which play such a critical role in the advancement of Hispanic students and communities.” He has extensive experience evaluating Title V and HSI-STEM projects and has facilitated workshops both on grantsmanship and what it means to be an HSI.  
Victor M. Davila, Vice President, 2013-14 Del Mar College Program Coordinator vdavila@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2016 

 
 Victor Davila has served as the Alliance’s Vice President. He serves on both the Executive Committee and Conference Planning Committee. Prior to starting his new job just over a year ago, he was Director of Title V, Director of the Go Center and Director of Education and Youth Programs. Mr. Davila said he is committed to providing equal access and student success, sharing best practices with other HSIs and advocating for HSI institutions. He enjoys the networking opportunities the Alliance affords its members. He enjoys music, concerts, science fiction movies and traveling with his family. 

Dr. Kevin B. Vichcales, Treasurer, 2013-14 University of the Incarnate Word Dean of the School of Graduate Studies and Research kvichcales@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2015 

 
 Kevin Vichcales has worked at the University of the Incarnate Word for over seven years. He has previously worked for Western Michigan University in a variety of positions. The Alliance’s Treasurer, Dr. Vichcales is involved with the Executive Committee and the Conference Planning Committee. An active member of the AHSIE Council since 2011, he brings 18 years of higher education administrative experience to the organization. He has extensive financial oversight experience relevant to his position as treasurer. He served as Conference Site Coordinator for the 2012 Best Practices Conference in San Antonio, Texas. He is a Graduate Education Advisory Committee member for the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board and on the Membership Committee for the Conference of Southern Graduate Schools. He enjoys golf and target shooting. 
Anita N. Bringas, Secretary, 2013-14 University of New Mexico- Taos  Title V Program Specialist abringas@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2016 

 Anita Bringas is Secretary of the Alliance. She currently serves as the Title V Program Specialist at the University of New Mexico-Taos branch campus.  Additionally, she serves as the Institutional Researcher for the branch and is the staff advisor to Student Government Association.  Anita is a member of the Executive Committee as well as serves on the Conference Planning, Scholarship and Marketing Committees.  Ms. Bringas is dedicated to furthering the efforts of the AHSIE in the support of Hispanic Serving Institutions and the students they serve. The second youngest of 15 children, she enjoys hiking and beekeeping as a hobbies. 
Jennifer Gomez-Chavez  University of New Mexico Director of Student Academic Success and Lumina Unidos Project jgomez@ahsie.org Term expires: 2016 

 Jennifer Gomez-Chavez is currently a member of the Executive Committee. She has worked at UNM for 18 years. Prior to taking on her new position two years ago, she was Director of Title V and Director of the College Enrichment Program. Ms. Gomez-Chavez is committed to student success and sharing best practices with her colleagues across the country, something she has done through facilitating workshops and conference planning. She is involved with the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, dances with the Ballet Festival de Albuquerque and plays the piano. 

mailto:dtrujillo@AHSIE.org
mailto:vdavila@AHSIE.org
mailto:kvichcales@AHSIE.org
mailto:abringas@AHSIE.org
mailto:jgomez@ahsie.org
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Dr. Juana Mora  California State University, Northridge  Assistant to the Provost for HSI and Diversity Initiatives  jmora@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2017 
 Juana Mora is interested in advancing the mission of Hispanic Serving Institutions and feels she can do that by supporting the annual best practices conference and proposing strategies or initiatives to promote the continuation of HSI funding and support. She attended the 2012 Best Practices conference and found the information to be extremely helpful in securing funding for her institution. An experienced grant writer, Dr. Mora has background in project evaluation and hopes to bring her expertise to discussions regarding advancing HSIs. In addition to serving on the Council, she is Vice-President of the Southern California Hispanic Serving Institutions Consortium, has been nominated to serve on the Los Angeles Workforce Investment Board and mentors approximately a dozen Latino students in doctoral programs across the country. In her spare time, she enjoys reading and traveling. 

Moises Almendariz  Dallas County Community College District Dean of Instructional Support malmendariz@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2015 
 Moises Almendariz serves as the project manager for two Title V grants. Prior to this position, he was the Director of School Alliances. Mr. Almendariz serves as co-chair of the AHSIE Membership Committee and said his interest in the Alliance stems from a desire to “share, learn and strengthen HSIs and Title V best practices.” He serves as an external evaluator for Title V projects at Del Mar College and Coastal Bend College. 

Teri Erickson  Otero Junior College Director of Resource Development terickson@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2015 

 Teri Erickson is responsible for writing the majority of OJC’s grant applications and assists with the management of all sponsored program dollars at the college. Prior to holding this position, Ms. Erickson was a newspaper editor and worked in public relations. She currently serves as co-chair of the AHSIE’s Communications and Federal Relations Committees. She became involved with the Alliance as a way to help create more equity among HSIs and other institutions. She has extensive experience facilitating workshops on grant writing and grant management. She enjoys golfing (but isn’t very good at it), music and watching football. 
Dr. Daniel Loera  University of LaVerne Director of the Office of Multicultural Services dloera@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2017 

 Daniel Loera serves as co-chair of the 2014 Best Practices conference. He also serves on the Scholarship Committee. He has worked at the University of La Verne for 12 years, which included a stint as the Interim Executive Director of the Institute for Multicultural Research and Campus Diversity. The immediate Past President of the Southern California Consortium of Hispanic Serving Institutions, he has previously worked for the National Conference for Community and Justice in Los Angeles. He serves on the Alliance to assist in improving how the Latino community is served in higher education. While employed by NCJJ, he ran the Latino/a College Leadership Institute in association with the Association of Mexican American Educators. He and his wife Melissa assist the Imagen Foundation with the screening and judging of awards. His penchant for addressing social justice issues has led him to serve on the Community Advisory Board for KCET in Los Angeles and as a board member for the Publishers’ Advisory Board of the Inland Valley News. 

Dr. Maria Dela Cruz  California State University Fullerton Project Director, HSI-STEM grant  mdelacruz@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2017 

 Maria Dela Cruz is interested in promoting the Alliance of Hispanic Serving Institutions Educators to Project Directors at other institutions. Newly elected to the Council in 2014, Dr. Dela Cruz said she found the AHSIE conferences in San Antonio and New Jersey a big help in managing her grant. She helps to use her organizational skills to assist in planning future conferences and also wants to share information on the AHSIE with her professional networks and share best practices in grant management. In her spare time, she enjoys being a softball and soccer mom. 

AHSIE  Council—Continued 

mailto:malmendariz@AHSIE.org
mailto:terickson@AHSIE.org
mailto:dloera@AHSIE.org
mailto:mdelacruz@AHSIE.org
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Amanda Quintero  California State University Channel Islands Director of Title V Projects ISLAS and ASCENSION aquintero@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2015 
 Amanda Quintero has worked at CSU Channel Islands for over nine years. She previously served as the university’s Interim Associate Vice President for Research and Sponsored Programs and Interim Director of the Office of Service Learning. Prior to joining CSU Channel Islands, Ms. Quintero was the Coordinator of AmeriCorps Programs for the California State University Chancellor’s Office of Community Service Learning. She is co-chair of the Federal Relations Committee and a member of the Conference Planning Committee. “I am passionate about overcoming barriers to higher education for underrepresented minority students and shifting institutional culture, policies and practices to support their success,” she said. She is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in Higher Education Policy at Clarement Graduate University. 

Dr. David A. Ortiz  University of the Incarnate Word Director of the Graduate Support Center/ Assistant Professor of Graduate Studies and Research dortiz@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2016 
 David A. Ortiz has previously been an Assistant Professor of Education at Concordia University Texas, an Assistant Professor of Higher Education at Oklahoma State University and Director of Student Activities at Baylor University. Dr. Ortiz was co-chair of the 2013 Conference and co-chair of the Best Practices Committee. “I am excited to be a member of such a dynamic group of talented leaders that are making a difference in higher education. AHSIE is in the singular position of providing administrators and faculty at Hispanic Serving Institutions with proven capacity building strategies that make a positive impact on student learning,” Dr. Ortiz said. He is an “ultra-marathon runner,” having run numerous marathons , 50K and 50 mile races. 

Martha Pelayo  East Los Angeles College STEAM Project Director and Foundation Development Officer  mpelayo@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2017 
 Martha Pelayo feels that serving on the Council will be an opportunity to ensure that community colleges remain at the table when best practices are shared and to motivate those colleges not present to get involved. She was involved in conference planning for the 2012 event in San Antonio and also presented at that conference. She said her organizational skills will be helpful in conference planning, promotion and sponsorship. Ms. Pelayo has participated in and presented at the Council for Resource Development Conference and the CASE Conference. Within her community, she was elected onto the Boyle Heights Neighborhood Council and serves as vice president. She is also on the CASA 0101 Board and is the newly elected vice president. In her spare time, she enjoys traveling, weight training, cooking and baking and especially enjoys discovering new restaurants. 

Mayra Padilla  Contra Costa College HSI STEM Grant Director  mpadilla@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2017 
 Mayra Padilla said that, during her first year as STEM director, the connections she made with the members of the AHSIE Council were invaluable. “I believe that the work the council is doing is critically important to the success of our new directors and programs.”  Ms. Padilla enjoys working to get more Latino students to successfully complete college and develop fulfilling careers. A self-proclaimed “recovering scientist,” she sees a benefit from being able to employ inventive, critical thinking skills. As one of the selected Koshland Fellows for the San Francisco Foundation, she is helping develop a civic unity project in the city of San Pablo. She also serves on the Advisory Board for Gritty City, a youth theater company in Oakland, California, that helps transform the lives of disenfranchised youth and is a member of Concilio Latino and a comadre of the Chicana Latina Foundation.  

Mindy Watson Clovis Community College Director of Federal Programs mwatson@AHSIE.org Term expires: 2015 
 Mindy Watson has held several positions at Clovis Community College and said that her experience has allowed her to fully embrace Title V programs and what they can offer to students. She has been attending AHSIE conferences since the first year and fully believes in the organization’s efforts to bring colleagues together to learn in an energized setting. She previously served on the AHSIE development team and was instrumental in developing the bylaws. She has extensive experience with Title V grants as well as experience working with committees and with project development via distance methods. She wants to ensure a continued focus of AHSIE on best practices, promote AHSIE and share knowledge she has gained from managing federal programs. 

mailto:aquintero@AHSIE.org
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 Our honored guest and Keynote Speaker, Dolores Huerta is the President of the Dolores Huerta Foun-dation and co-founder of the United Farm Workers (UFW). Her lifelong journey has been working as a community Organizer and Social Activist for over 50 years. 
 Huerta has played a major role in the American civil rights movement. A founding member of the Femi-nist Majority Foundation, she also serves on the board of Ms. Magazine. Numerous awards received among the Eleanor Roosevelt Human Rights Award from President Clinton ’98, Ms. Magazine’s one of the three most important women of ’97, Ladies Home Journal’s 100 most important women of the 20th century, Puffin foundation award for Creative Citizenship Labor Leader Award 1984, Kern County’s woman of the year by California State Legislature, the Ohtli award from the Mexican Government, Smithsonian Institution – James Smithsonian Award and the Icons of the American Civil Rights Move-ment Award, bestowed to her in 2011 by the National Civil Right Museum. She is a former UC Regent and has earned nine honorary doctorates from Universities throughout the United States. Her most recent recognitions include her induction to the U.S Department of Labor Hall of Honor and the 2012 Presidential Medal of Freedom. 
 As one of the most famous and celebrated Latinas in the United States of America, Huerta has been an advocate for women’s rights, and reproductive freedom. She continues working to develop community leaders, for working poor, immigrants, women, and youth with the Dolores Huerta Foundation. She speaks at universities or organizational forums on issues of social justice and public policy. 

Dolores Huerta Foundation  
P.O. Box 2087 

Bakersfield, CA 93303 

Phone: 661-322-3033 

www.doloreshuerta.org 

Photo by: Angela Torres  

Dolores C. Huerta 
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Thomas Brown and Associates (TBA) is a network of nationally recognized consultants working to assist colleges, universities, and other educational organizations to manage change, respond effective-ly to diversity, and increase institutional and individual effectiveness. TBA helps clients to understand how they can engage all segments of their campus community in collaborative efforts to enhance in-stitutional stability, satisfaction and retention.  
 

Tom Brown Tom Brown is a lifelong educator with an impressive record of success in creating academic and student affairs programs that promote increased satisfaction, achievement, and retention. He has served as a consultant to 400 colleges and universities in the US and abroad.  Tom began his career as a 22 year old Assistant Dean of Students, with responsibilities for Black and Chicano(a) student programs and service, and he served as an educator in academic and student affairs for 27 years, most recently as the Dean of Advising Services/Special Programs at Saint Mary's College of Califor-nia. Tom initiated the High Potential Program, which provided access and support to first-generation students from economically and educationally disadvantaged backgrounds.  Tom has a demonstrated record of effectiveness structuring programs and services for students, in general, and students of color, in particular. Under his leadership, Saint Mary’s was among the few colleges in the US where Hispanic/Latino(a) graduation rates exceeded those for Anglo/white students.  
  

Dr. Mario Rivas Dr. Mario Rivas comes from a Latino single-parent family.  His mother, while working as a maid, used welfare assistance to raise Mario and his brother, Francisco, in a country that was not her native land.  Mario remembers that his childhood was filled with many difficult times, especially associated with an abusive father, but always with a strong sense of love and caring from his small family of mother and older brother.  Dr. Rivas earned his bachelor’s degree in Psychology from California State University Hayward, his Master’s degree in Counseling from San Francisco State University and his Ph.D. in Coun-seling and Student Development Psychology from the University of Minnesota. Dr. Rivas has been a counselor, Psychology and Counseling instructor, and administrator in the community college, state university and university systems.  He has also served as an organizational consultant to many stu-dent and college groups across the nation.  Dr. Rivas has done extensive training in Gestalt personal development counseling at the Gestalt Institute in San Francisco.  Dr. Rivas has had extensive training and lectures and gives demonstrations on Gestalt personal development work.  
 Dr. Mario Rivas and Tom Brown grew up in Oakland, California, where they began their educational journeys together in the fifth grade.  Their paths diverged after graduating from high school and merged a quarter century later, when they discovered they were both leading highly effective campus programs that were providing access and support to students from backgrounds and experiences sim-ilar to their own.  They will be sharing these experiences with us at the Monday morning plenary.   

Thomas Brown & Associates 

692 Sunnyside Road 

St. Helena, CA, 94574 

707-968-9030  
www.tbrownassociates.com 

Thomas Brown & Associates 
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Naphtali Bryant Naphtali Bryant is a student at St. Philip’s College and Palo Alto College in San An-tonio pursuing his Associate’s degree. At the present he is a member in the Psi Kappa Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa. Naphtali worked for 13 years at the Army and Air Force Exchange Service in Hawaii and Texas. In 2009 Naphtali started his schooling part time, but in 2013 he decided to take the next step and register for a full class load. Once he graduates from Palo Alto College with an Applied Science degree in Business Management, he will use this degree and a Business Administration degree he acquired from St. Phillip’s College to apply for the leadership development department at USAA. His choice in attending school is fueled by the ability to study at his own pace while immersing himself in a field he truly enjoys. Naphtali is a proud, family oriented father of four boys whose choice of education was based on the need to be there for his children. Naphtali’s goal is to be a role model for his children and siblings, showing them why a college education is a vital part of one’s life.  
 Gerraldine Tahere is a student at Phoenix College pursuing Associate’s degrees in Art and Science. Gerraldine knew her family couldn’t afford to pay for college, after graduating High School she began working in an administrative role for government organizations. While working these jobs she realized she was just as intelligent as her co-workers the only difference between them was – a college degree. Soon after coming to this realization she took it upon herself to enroll in school and start the journey to earn her Associate’s degrees. In the future she hopes to attend a four-year institution where she can obtain her Bachelor’s degree in Psychology. Her goal is to use her education to work with inner city youth. Gerraldine has worked in a non-residential program and saw the impact that enrichment and positivity can have on youth today. Gerraldine has also volunteered with ALERT Ari-zona – an anti-human trafficking project, as well as the International Rescue Committee a refugee resettlement program. Through these opportunities not only was Gerraldine making a difference like she dreamed of, and taking steps towards her goals, but she was also growing into the person she is today.   
 

 

2014 Seed to Tree Student Scholarship Recipients  
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Genevy Lima is a first generation college student and a senior undergraduate stu-dent at Miami Dade College pursing a Bachelor of Science in Biological Science. She is a passionate and determined student striving to reach her goals of being a researcher in the biological field. Genevy is currently a STEM ambassador and works as a lab technician of Zoology, Biochemistry, Advance Microbiology and Immunology Labs. Genevy is also the secretary of Minorities in Agriculture, Natural Resources and Re-lated Sciences and Vice President of the MDC North Pre-Medical & Pre-Pharmacy Student Association. This summer she started participating in animal behavior research under the supervision of Dr. Sian Evans of the Dumond Conservancy. She enjoys the research side of academia because of the oppor-tunity to work with her mentors helps to enhance her understanding and knowledge of Biology. Genevy is also one of the few students who maintain the schools organic garden and nursery. Food that is harvested from this garden is donated to the local soup kitchen in the Miami Dade area. Outside of her achievements in school Genevy is also a very active member in her own community, she can be spotted volunteering at the Miami Dade animal service 

 Carlos de Leo n, is currently a master's student at the University of the Incarnate Word studying Business Administration with a concentration in Finance. Carlos, recently graduated from UIW with his bachelor's degree in Government. He cur-rently works at the Graduate Support Center  assisting in research and academic support programing. Outside of his studies, Carlos is actively involved in San Anto-nio politics and community organizing. Carlos is originally from Guatemala. When he was just 3 years old Carlos’s family sought political asylum in the early 90s due to the violence that had engulfed Guate-mala. At first Carlos’s mother sought asylum in Canada, but they would eventually make their way into the United States and call San Antonio, Texas home. His family’s experience upon arriving in the Unit-ed States was one of hardship and discrimination. Through the strength and resilience of his parents Carlos was able to overcome all the obstacles put in front of him and graduate with his Bachelor’s de-gree. Outside of school Carlos currently is involved with multiple political and community organiza-tions in San Antonio and Texas. Carlos aspires to serve his community by becoming a public servant to advocate for those that remain outside of the political process. His focus is to help newly arrived immi-grants succeed in this country.         
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4:00-5:30 pm  HSI/STEM SESSION  

US Department of Education HIS/STEM Grantee Meeting  

Location: Sheraton Fairplex Conference Center  

Presenter(s): Sarah Beaton 

 
Ms. Sarah Beaton, Senior Program Officer in the HSI Programs Office, U.S. Department of Education, will facilitate a technical 
assistance and information-sharing meeting for directors and staff of HSI-STEM & Articulation (Title III Part F) grantees. 

 

6:00-8:00 pm  OPENING RECEPTION  

Networking and Presidents’ Welcome  
Location: Sheraton Fairplex Conference Center  

Presenter(s): Dr. Devorah Lieberman, University of La Verne 

                    David Trujillo, AHSIE Council President  
 
Join us for the Conference’s Opening Reception.   The Reception is intended to be a networking opportunity with hors d’oeuvres and 
music provided by  Trio Ellas. Dr. Devorah Lieberman, President of the University of La Verne, will welcome attendees to the cam-
pus.  David F. Trujillo, AHSIE Council President, will introduce present and incoming Council members, recognize outgoing Coun-
cil members, and officially welcome attendees to the Conference.    

Trio Ellas has been making waves with a unique sound that combines traditional mariachi, romantic boleros, bluegrass and rock 
with a fresh contemporary twist, and the world has taken notice. The trio's debut album "Con Ustedes" earned them a nomination 
for a 2012 Latin GRAMMY®.   
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8:30 - 9:30 am  MORNING PLENARY SESSION  

Keynote Presentation: Supporting the Achievement and Success of Hispanic/Latino(a) College Students 

Location: Sports Science & Athletic Pavilion  

Presenter(s): Dr. Mario Rivas  

                     Tom Brown  
 
Tom and Mario’s joint keynote address expresses their continuing work in student success. Their work considers how being 
academically, psychologically, and socially underprepared combines with institutional characteristics to influence Hispanic/Latino
(a) student learning, engagement, and persistence.  They will share effective theory-based interventions that have increased 
persistence for Hispanic/Latino/a college students, in particular, and students of color, in general.  In addition to providing an 
overview of theories that are critical to students’ academic and social integration (e.g., Racial Identity Development Theory, 
Attribution Theory of Achievement and Emotion, Learned Optimism, Gestalt Educational Counseling Theory), the session will 
provide concrete, tangible strategies that can enable educators to motivate and support Hispanic/Latino/a students to take greater 

responsibility for their own learning, development, and success—both inside and outside the classroom, on-campus, and in their 
communities.  

9:45 - 10:45 AM CONCURRENT SESSIONS—SECTION I: #1-7   

Session 1: Writing Successful Title V Grants, Part 1—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track : Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Teri Erickson, Director of Resource Development, Otero Junior College 
 
This presentation will be part of a two-part session in the grantsmanship track that will address how to put together a fundable Title 
V grant application. The sessions will include an overview of Title V as a whole and a breakdown of each section of the grant. 
Attendees will learn what grant reviewers are looking for in the application, how to avoid common pitfalls, what causes applicants to 
lose points, and tips for including appropriate information in each section. The presenter has written multiple successful Title V and 
STEM grant applications, as well as other federal and private grants. She has also presented multiple times at national conferences 
and workshops. 
 

Session 2: Battling "The Latino Education Crisis:" Promoting Latino School Leaders—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Kaia Tollefson, Associate Professor of Education, Project Vista Director, CSU Channel Islands 

            Monica Pereira, Librarian, Chicana/o Studies Affiliated Faculty, CSU Channel Islands  
 
Patricia Gándara and Frances Contreras describe “the Latino Education Crisis” as a logical consequence of social policies tha t have 
failed to ensure equitable access to higher education in the United States. In this session, research on the scope and consequences of 
this crisis in education is reviewed, and a mentoring program designed to uncover and confront it in Ventura County is described. 
This program, the Lacayo Vista Leadership Academy (LVLA), pairs experienced P-12 Latino leaders with new Latino educators, 
allowing mentors to help protégés achieve their educational, career and leadership goals. The LVLA, based on a formal mentoring 
model developed by Dr. Kenneth Magdaleno of the Center for Leadership, Equity and Research (CLEAR), is a mechanism for 
developing generations of community mentors; protégés commit to serve as mentors for future cohorts. The LVLA is a joint effort of 
the Hank Lacayo Institute at CSU Channel Islands and Project Vista, a U.S. Department of Education Title V PPOHA grant. 
 

Session 3: Standing Room Only:  Creating and Delivering All-Day Saturday Workshops—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Arts Communication Bldg. 212 

Presenter(s): Dr. David Ortiz, Project Director, University of the Incarnate Word 

            Dr. Kevin Vichcales, Dean, University of the Incarnate Word  
            Carlos de León, Graduate Assistant,  University of the Incarnate Word 
Collecting and analyzing data is essential to effective strategic planning.  This presentation will highlight a data driven approach in 
the delivery and assessment of two highly successful Saturday programmatic activities associated with a PPOHA grant designed to 
increase the retention and graduation rates of Hispanic graduate students at the University of the Incarnate Word (UIW).  
Specifically, the presenters will highlight a successful Academic and Professional Development Workshop Series (which had a 653% 
attendance increase from Spring 2013 to Fall 2013) and a semester-long Graduate Writing Institute (which had a 262% attendance 
increase from Spring 2013 to Fall 2013).  The overwhelming increase in attendance occurred after the programs were redesigned into 
Saturday all-day workshops.  The presenters will demonstrate the use of descriptive and summary statistics in the planning, 
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implementation, and evaluation of these two programs including a data-driven approach to tracking student success.  Participants 
will also learn a step-by-step process for creating and marketing Saturday workshops for graduate students and adult learners. 
 

Session 4: Undergraduate Research as an HSI Strategy for Student Success—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Hoover 129 

 

Presenter(s): Dr. Gerardo Gonzalez, Dean of Graduate Studies  

                       and Associate Vice President for Research, California State University, San Marcos 
 
Acknowledged as a “high-impact practice,” undergraduate research is meaningful for the students involved, their faculty mentors, 
the colleges and universities where they engage in this activity, and the communities and regions in which they reside.  Numerous 
studies have demonstrated that student success, in terms of metrics such as graduation rates and grade point averages, increases for 
Latino/a students who engage in undergraduate research.  This appears to be particularly true for students in STEM disciplines.  In 
this interactive presentation, a representative from an HSI engaged in a comprehensive undergraduate research program, who is  a 
Councilor on the Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR - http://www.cur.org) will present evidence of the impact of 
undergraduate research and lessons learned from undergraduate research programs. In addition, information about the programs,  
services, and advocacy that CUR provides will be presented. 
 

Session 5: Coaching Students to Persevere in STEM—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Melissa Salazar, Escala Educational Services LLC 

            Dr. Andres Salazar, Escala Educational Services LLC 
 
Cognitive factors such as lack of academic preparedness are often used to explain the difference between students’ success and failure 
in college. While these factors are significant, this session explores the power of non-cognitive attributes such as perseverance, 
resilience, initiative, agency, and tenacity (PRIAT) in relationship to Hispanic student retention and degree attainment. The 
presenters use case studies of Hispanic students to unpack the complex ways that these PRIAT factors operate within students’  
academic pathways, and how resilience in particular can make the difference between completion or dropout. The audience will be 
asked to analyze the importance of each PRIAT factor for STEM undergraduates in terms of how STEM students must negotiate 
and overcome the early failure and "weeding out" cultures that often pervade undergraduate STEM courses. The presenters outline a 
series of instructional and advising strategies for Title V advisors to incorporate into their work with Hispanic students to  help these 
students persevere in college and enter STEM careers. 
 

Session 6: Developing, Implementing and Evaluating a Migrant Student Institute—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Philip Hampton, Professor of Chemistry/ Director, Project ACCESO, CSU Channel Islands 

            Damien Peña, Assoc. Vice President for Student Affairs / Dean of Students, CSU Channel Islands  
            Dr. Harley Baker, Professor of Psychology/Project ACCESO, CSU Channel Islands 
 

With funding from the California Department of Education, CSU Channel Islands provided 98 migrant high school students from 
across California with a residential, intensive, two-week summer Migrant Student Leadership Institute (MSLI) and 30 parents of 
migrant students with a two-day institute designed to increase parents’ college-going knowledge. The MSLI had the goal of 
improving participants’ math and English proficiency with a focus on STEM. Students rotated through tracks including math and  
writing instruction, hands-on STEM, career exploration, and college skills/ leadership development. Using a pre/post design, 
students completed the Algebra Skills Test, STEM subscales of the Self-Description Questionnaire-II and a modified version of the 
Pre-College Annual Self-Efficacy Survey. Significant, meaningful and positive changes were found in students’ algebra skills, career 
choices, academic self-concept, self-efficacy, confidence in attaining their career choices, and confidence in their ability and desire to 
pursue post-secondary education. They left the Institute infused with a greater sense of competence and efficacy: they saw skill 

improvement, new future careers and ways to get there. They saw themselves differently. 
 

Session 7: STEM Math Study Center: A Place Where Dreams Begin—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Marie Byrd-Harris, Dean of Instruction, Reedley College 

  Rebecca Reimer, Math Study Center Coordinator, Reedley College  
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The Reedley College Math Study Center is a student supportive service that enables students in all STEM areas to be successful in 
math. RC instructors and student math tutors work in the center by providing supplemental instruction, study groups, individual 
tutoring and hosting workshops. Bilingual tutoring is offered in order to increase the success rate of our Hispanic students.  Data is 
collected in order to track student usage by courses and hours, in which we also track characteristic data. Two math center 
coordinators manage the center for continued work flow. Our presentation will consist of a Prezi showing the unique physical setup 
of the Math Study Center and the activities it supports.  A Math Study Center brochure explaining the main components of our 
program will be made available to all participants. Discussion will include the history and progress of the center, budget, 
sustainability and how other campuses can benefit from a successful program. 
 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS—SECTION II: #8-14  

 

Session 8: Title V and The Remarkable Refit of Higher Education—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Fernando Figueroa, Provost and VP of Instruction and Student Services, Del Mar College 
 
Many ideas are spinning around Higher Education these days. Accountability, Completion, and Engagement are just a few. What 
is needed is Divergent Thinking: ideas that don't look for money so much as talent and collaborative creativity to infect our  
institutions with idea-viruses that change the DNA of our institutions. Ideas discussed will revolve around current and dreamed 
about initiatives in bringing together various internal and external partners in education practice to build authentic change and 
enthusiastic pursuit of next actions to enhance the success of our students and our faculty/staff. 
 

Session 9: Mentoring our Graduate/Doctoral Students – Approaches and Trends—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Arts Communication Bldg 212 

Presenter(s): Dr. Linda De Long, Director, Title V, Graduate Success Center and Professor, University of La Verne 
 
This session will provide an overview of strategies for your HSI in order to create an engaged mentoring process.  This presentation 
will address the various methods for mentoring and explore ways to integrate a mentoring effort at your HSI. This discussion will 
outline strategies to encourage and engage the HSI student, describe resources to support mentoring/reverse mentoring and depict the 
creation of mentoring networks. A short discussion will wrap up this session where the University of La Verne’s Mentor-NET 

Program for Graduate/Doctoral students will be discussed.  The Mentor-NET is a integral component for the University’s Graduate 
Success Center’s Title V Grant.  A brief Q & A will wrap up this session. 
 

Session 10: ISLAS Associates: Innovative Students Facilitating Peer Success—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): ISLAS Associates, University Experience Associates, CSU Channel Islands 
 
ISLAS Associates are innovative student leaders with the drive to help facilitate student success at CSU Channel Islands, a Hispanic 
Serving Institution. We are peer mentors, co-curricular learning community leads, and academic support services liaisons. We also 
reach out to students in the local community with a goal to foster a university-going culture. As a whole, ISLAS Associates 
encompass the qualities of high impact practices by using our personal experiences and specialized training to guide students like us 
in university seminars, peer-led learning communities, and in Ventura County. In our presentation, participants will engage in an 
interactive simulation of our peer-led learning communities. These are known as Dolphin Interest Groups, where we focus on topics 
such as academic reading, writing and study skills; as well as student life, living the university mission and personal endeavors. 
Participants will gain an understanding of the student support services we developed to assure student academic and personal success. 
We will follow with testimonials from students as evidence of our impact as ISLAS Associates. 
 

Session 11: Benefits of Mentoring: Changing the Campus Culture—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Catalina Olvera, Project Director, California State University, Fullerton 

   Dr. Katherine Powers, Director, California State University, Fullerton  
 
This presentation will discuss the PPOHA Project’s Faculty/Student Mentoring Program at California State University, Fullerton 
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through mentoring. The Program’s findings to date demonstrate the impact on faculty. These findings point to improved 
graduation rates, increased student participation in research (including critical thinking, proposal development, improved GPA, 
conference attendance and publication), and enhanced self-esteem and confidence for students. In addition, the Program’s faculty 
development component provides those faculty mentors with the tools for reflective teaching practice to better meet the needs  of 
Hispanic graduate students. Thus, improving the university climate for a diverse student body that has led to grassroots effort of 
faculty taking the lead to provide workshops on the challenges faced by Hispanic graduate students. 
 

Session 12: A First Step towards Using Gamification Techniques to Teach College Algebra—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Dr. Usef Faghihi, Assistant Professor of Computer Science and Gaming, Sul Ross State University 
 
Gaming environments have been used to teach mathematics topics such as addition and division while having fun. However, when 
it comes to upper level mathematical concepts such as the use of the quadratic formula, there is very little software that explains these 
concepts in a fun way. This session will present a first step toward using video game elements and Artificial Intelligence tutoring 
system techniques to teach mathematic concepts, such as factoring and the quadratic formula. These concepts are explained in a 
way that helps learners make a connection between  math concepts and their real-life experience. These methods of learning are 
supported by several studies (Donovan and Bransford 2004, Scarlatos 2006). We use gamification techniques during training and 
test phases to help students learn the mathematical concepts. Finally, we compare the performance of students who used our system 
with that of students who used the most popular math tutoring programs used in U.S. colleges:  Assessment and Learning, K-12, 
Higher Education (ALEKS). The number of students who used our gaming system and scored above the median score was higher 
than the number of students who used ALEKS and scored higher than the median score. 
 

Session 13: STEMTrek: STEM Transfer Readiness Through Extended Knowledge— 11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Hoover 129 

Presenter(s): Patricia Menchaca, STEM Pathways Coordinator, Crafton Hills College 

            Ernesto Rivera, STEM Transfer Services Coordinator, Crafton Hills College  
            Robert Brown, Alternative Learning Strategies Coordinator,  Crafton Hills College 
                Rick Hogrefe, Dean, Crafton Hills College 
            Andrea Luna, STEM Student, Crafton Hills College 
            Sean Mabey, STEM Student, Crafton Hills College 
 
This presentation will cover the development of two Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) student success 
pilot programs, STEMTrek and STEM Academy. We will cover their evolution from inception to the current date.  Participants 
will learn about the strategies and resources used to develop the program, review outcomes of the program, discuss lessons learned, 
how STEM students are identified during the registration process, and gain activity ideas that keep students engaged while 
strengthening their academic skills.   Building an interactive community among students, the availability of leadership 
opportunities, and strategies used to prepare students for transfer will also be discussed along with future plans and revisions for each 
program.  Partnerships with Student Support Services and existing campus programs will be covered.  Participants will also hear 
directly from STEM Trek /STEM Academy students who have both academically and personally excelled in the program. 
 

Session 14: Community-Based STEM Student Support at New Mexico Highlands University— 11:00 am-12:00 

pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Edward Martinez, Associate Professor, New Mexico Highlands University 
 
The Achieving in Research, Math And Science (ARMAS) Center opened in 2009 at NMHU. It is designed to increase student 
retention through collaborative-based services such as supplemental instruction, internships, mentoring, tutoring, and faculty 
development. ARMAS staff and STEM students also implemented community-based practices that support current students and 
draws in new students who look to upperclassmen as role models and mentors. Results show that STEM majors who participate at 
ARMAS are significantly more likely to graduate with STEM degrees or still be enrolled in STEM majors compared to STEM 
majors who do not participate at ARMAS. 
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12:00 - 1:15 pm  LUNCH— SCHOLARSHIP AWARD CEREMONY AND PRESENTATION 

Location: Sports Science & Athletic Pavilion  

Presenter(s): Carlos de Leon  

                       Naphtali Bryant  
                       Genevy Lima  
                       Gerraldine Tahere 
   
The AHSIE community welcomes four scholarship students, recognizes them for their academic achievements and their leadership 
potential.  Each scholar will speak briefly about their journey and their aspirations.   

   
 

1:30 - 2:30 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS — SECTION III: #15-21  

  

Session 15: Emerging Research HSIs: The Role of Research Development—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Susan Carter, Director, Research Development Services, University of California Merced 

            Dr. John Crockett, Program Director, San Diego State University  
            Dr. Barbara Walker, Director of Research Development for the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Fine        
            Arts,  UC Santa Barbara 
 
The number of Hispanic Serving Institutions that include a focus on research and research training as a significant part of their 
mission is increasing rapidly. In a challenging funding environment, many colleges and universities have recognized that having a 
strong institutional knowledge base to support their research enterprise has proven to be an invaluable resource.  This recognition is 
realized in the increasing numbers of professionals dedicated to providing research development support.  These professionals perform 
a broad array of activities designed to facilitate individual faculty members, teams of researchers and central research 
administrations in attracting extramural research funding, creating research relationships, and developing and implementing 
strategies that increase institutional competitiveness. This session will give an overview of the structures of research development 
offices nationally and will present case studies to illustrate how Research HSIs and Emerging Research HSIs can grow, build and 
assess offices of research development, in order to increase the overall competitiveness of the institution in obtaining funding for 
developing a pipeline of students in the science workforce as well as for building research and training and outreach efforts. 
Following the presentation of the case studies, there will be time allocated for audience participation and discussion. 

 

Session 16: Best Practices in External Evaluation Panel Session—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: Effective Project Management 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): David Trujillo, Director of Grants, Special Projects and Title V, University of New Mexico – Taos  

            Emma Mendiola, Dean of Student Affairs, San Antonio College 
            Mayra Padilla, HSI STEM Grant & METAS Program Director, Contra Costa College 
 
Many grant project managers find themselves with a lot of questions surrounding how to evaluate their projects. This session will 

allow grant staff to ask direct questions to three experienced external evaluators who will discuss the role of the external evaluator, 
what a grantee should expect from external evaluation, and how to find an evaluator who is a good fit for your institution. 
 

Session 16-B: The Rivas’ 0-100% Competence Method: Making Clear Meaning Regarding Instructional and  

Student Service Work With Students—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Hoover 129 

Presenter(s): Dr. Mario Rivas, Merritt College 
 
Dr. Rivas’ presentation, based on 40-plus years of education, training, administrative and teaching experience, will offer 
comprehensive social-psychological and educational psychology theoretical and applied knowledge related to bringing students into 
college, and effectively moving them through college and successfully supporting them into their future dreams, aspirations, and 
goals.  The presentation will focus on understanding why students, as Dr. Rivas experienced in his original college pursuits,  do not 
successfully integrate into college, as well as why so many students give up because of in-the-classroom and out-of the-classroom 
challenges. Practical interventions for orientation programs, classroom teaching and extra-curricular support and effective 
administrative leadership will complete the presentation. 
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Session 17: Using Programmatic Data Dialogue to Close the Assessment Loop: A Study of Institutional Impact 

at Fresno Pacific University—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Frances Kellar, Assessment Assistant, Fresno Pacific University 
 
Institutions are generally adept at collecting student learning data, but often neglect to use it to facilitate continuous improvement to 
ensure student success. HSIs like Fresno Pacific University (FPU) have an opportunity to engage in an analysis practice such as 
Programmatic Data Dialogue (PDD) that enables them to close the academic assessment loop. 
 
PDD affords program directors and faculty the forum to analyze student learning outcomes in order to support instructional decision
-making and reporting to internal and external bodies. This presentation offers findings from a study that addressed three research 
questions assessing the value and impact of PDD in supporting the institutions’ ability to close its academic assessment cycle and 
subsequently adopt PDD as an annual professional and institutional best practice.  
 
Presentation attendees will acquire a deeper understanding of how this emerging research in PDD can support closing the academic 
assessment loop. Attendees will receive high impact tools that can be used to develop and utilize PDD at their respective ins titutions, 
which include: Guidelines for PDD and an Annual Assessment Report Template. 
 

Session 18: Using Social Media to Teach and Mentor at the Click of a Button—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s):  Jose Fulgencio, Adjunct Faculty – Lecturer & Retention Coach, University of Central Oklahoma 
 
This presentation will focus on bringing cross-cultural material from social media sites to engage students in the classroom with 
material that they may find dull or boring. Bringing social media into the classroom will not only engage the students, but a lso 
bring a deeper knowledge of the material. For example, when teaching about the civil rights movement I showcased YouTube videos 
of the 1960s race riots and the race issues that occurred on college campuses to engage the students from a cross-cultural perspective to 
understand both sides of the civil rights issue. In an HSI environment that faces disengagement or lack of student interaction, social 
media can attract the students’ attention and participation. I will show steps that can be taken when using social media in the 
classroom from a cross-cultural perspective. I will provide suggestions for social media site to use and go through a "how to segment" 
when it comes to figuring out the best way to engage with social media in the cross-cultural student environment. 
 

Session 19: Getting In and Getting Through: Creating a University Going Culture—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Maniero 153 

Presenter(s): Dr. Marie Francois, University Experience Director, CSU Channel Islands 

           Annette Puyolt, Project Analyst, CSU Channel Islands  
           Vanessa Mendoza, Project ISLAS Outreach Lead,  CSU Channel Islands 
 
Project ISLAS promotes student success through two initiatives. University Culture is a college outreach program to infuse a 
university-going culture in Ventura County. Our goal is to provide in-person and virtual outreach services and resources to local 
high school students, community college students, parents, and educators on pathways to a baccalaureate degree. Through virtual 
resources and in-person workshops, students explore what university culture means to them and how pursuing higher education can 
greatly benefit their future. By facilitating greater access to information on pathways to a baccalaureate degree, high school and 
community college students and their parents will feel a part of the changing culture in Ventura County. An integrated University 
Experience Program includes General Education core curriculum, with thematic peer-supported transition courses for first year 
students (both freshmen and transfers) that incorporate multiple high-impact practices:  first year seminars, linked learning 
communities, peer-led co-curricular learning communities focused on student success strategies, and course-embedded authentic 
assessment through e-portfolio. Participants will experience hands-on demonstrations of initiatives. 
 

Session 20: A roundtable discussion for PPOHA recipients and Graduate Student Success — 1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location:  

Presenter(s): Dr. David A. Ortiz, Director-Graduate Support Center, University of the Incarnate Word 

            Dr. Kevin Vichcales, Dean-School of Graduate Studies and Research, University of the Incarnate Word 
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This session is designed as an informal roundtable discussion for PPOHA grant recipients and individuals interested in graduate 
student engagement and success.  The purpose of the roundtable is to facilitate a conversation on the state of graduate education at 
Hispanic Serving Institutions, discuss strategies for documenting and advancing high impact practices, consider collaborative 
research opportunities, and establish a national network of PPOHA recipients and administrators/faculty who work with graduate 
students.     
 

Session 21: The STEM Center: A Model for Success in Community College STEM Education—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Danni Redding Lapuz, Project Director, Cañada College 

           Anna Camacho, Assistant Project Director, Cañada College  
           Chris Burwell-Woo, Math Jam Coordinator, Retention Specialist,  Cañada College 
           Brandon Price, Research Analyst, Cañada College 
 
As a federally-designated Hispanic-serving community college, we identified four key obstacles faced by our students interested in 
STEM: 1) lack of awareness of academic options, 2) exponential attrition, 3) lack of social/academic integration, and 4) low self-
efficacy. To address these obstacles and integrate STEM student support services within academic study, we created the STEM 
Center. Leveraging multiple grants and STEM programs and services, the STEM Center now provides a one-stop destination for 
everything from study groups, tutoring, and club meetings to bridge programs (like the award-winning Math Jam), a STEM 
Speaker Series, STEM specific academic counseling, STEM programs for high school students, internship and scholarship 
opportunities, and STEM faculty professional development. STEM Center success is measured through four primary indicators: 

increased STEM enrollment; reduced time to complete STEM course sequences; increased student engagement, retention, and 
persistence; and an increase in the number of STEM majors. This presentation will highlight STEM Center programs and services, 
examine success indicators, and outline best practices for creating a unified STEM support network at the community college level. 
 

2:45-3:45 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS — SECTION IV: #22-28  

 

Session 22: Leveraging Multiple Grants to Catalyze Institutional Change — 2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Lisa Majkowski, Director, Title V Student Engagement and Success Project, NM Institute of Mining and Technology 

                 Christy Neill, Director, Strategic Planning and Resource Development, NM Institute of Mining and Technology  

 
Leveraging of multiple Title III/V grants has the capacity for catalyzing widespread institutional educational advancements over a 
short period of time. This approach is especially effective for small or resource-limited institutions where change is likely to happen 
slowly. The range of leveraging possibilities includes the development of enhanced teaching through learning technology and spaces, 
faculty development and student mentoring. Key to successful leveraging of grant initiatives is the seamless cooperation between the 
grants to develop and implement a unified framework for student success. Starting with the assessment of how the grants’ separate 
objectives relate to each other, the Title III/V projects integrate their objectives into a cohesive and comprehensive plan for improving 
institutional student academic services and support. Regular communication between the project directors is essential to continually 
assess progress and modify plans. Everyone benefits from this approach. The Title III/V grants function as a united team. The  
institution can accomplish dramatic improvements quickly, and most importantly students are provided with academic support that 
makes sense across the undergraduate/graduate spectrum. 
 

Session 23: Management of a Successful Summer Research Academy— 2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Hoover 129 

Presenter(s): Ariana Arciero-Pino, Assistant Director, The University of Texas at El Paso/UT System LSAMP 
 

Since 1993, the University of Texas System Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (UT System LSAMP) has hosted a 
successful summer research academy for underrepresented students in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 
disciplines.  With generous funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Alliance has developed a multi-institutional, 
multi-disciplinary program by focusing on key activities that promote the development of a competitive applicant pool and leads to 
an impressive annual cohort of undergraduate researchers.  This presentation will reveal our best practices to insure recruitment and 
selection of qualified students, superior research mentoring and professional development, and student-initiated research 
dissemination strategies.  We will also discuss the history and evolution of our program based on national student-training trends 
and NSF human-resource development goals.  Finally, we will offer recommendations for preparing NSF grant proposals and 
development of similar programs that can positively impact thousands of underrepresented minority students. 
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Session 24: Supporting Junior Faculty Research Endeavors—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Arts Communication Bldg 212 

Presenter(s): Dr. Meredith Murr, Director, Research Development, University of California Santa Barbara 
 
Obtaining and maintaining a diverse portfolio of research funding is a critical and important part of career development for junior 
faculty. However, many faculty members need specific mentorship and support to help them be competitive as well as successful  in 
seeking research funding, particularly given the increasingly difficult funding environment. This workshop session will provide 
practical guidance to HSI faculty and administrators on how to develop programs that help junior faculty acquire the 
grantsmanship skills they need to be successful. We will present several model programs designed to increase the success of early 
career faculty in obtaining research funding. The presenters will also include an overview of funding program opportunities geared 
to early career faculty, and will allow time for audience discussion of successful programs at their institutions. 
 

Session 25: Student as Community Expert: Facilitating a Paradigm Shift in the Classroom—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Dawn McCarty, Associate Professor of Social Work, University of Houston-Downtown 

            Dr. Dana Smith, Director of Field Education, University of Houston-Downtown  
 
From 2011 to 2013, the social work senior cohorts at the University of Houston-Downtown engaged in a course-assigned 
collaborative project to choose a “Person of the Year” to honor for their service to the community. The culmination of each semester-
long project has been a student-organized and student-led award presentation, which included each winner presenting a lecture to 
the larger university community A major goal of the project was to create a paradigm shift among the students from unqualified 
learner to qualified community analyst and expert on what it takes to be a role model to the community. Through student-led 
candidate exploration and evaluation, discussion and presentation and the final selection of a winner by means of a nominal group 
process, students received a head start on becoming community and social service leaders in their own right. Each year, students 
have taken on this challenge as a group, and learned from each other despite their differences on how to create a meaningful 
professional and publicized event. Evaluations of the program indicate that high impact learning outcomes such as creating 
community connections and confidence building were significant.  
 

Session 26: The Space-Time Continuum: Creating Value for First Generation Students—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Michael Igoe, Program for Academic & Career Excellence (PACE) Director, CSU, Stanislaus 

            Dr. Katie Olivant, Assistant Professor & Service Learning Coordinator, CSU, Stanislaus  
 
From the moment they are awarded, Title V projects race against the clock to fashion a permanent space in their institutions’  fabric.   
See how California State University, Stanislaus started with a concept of service learning and created a model that engages students 
without grading them,  as well as creates quantitative and qualitative bullets for their future resumes.  Our Peer Mentor 
Development Program provides interdisciplinary goal-setting, structured support, and layered supervision to build skills, confidence 
and character. Done well, project-based and experiential-learning are high-impact practices; however, attempts in the classroom are 
often doomed before they begin because they do not set aside both the dedicated space and appropriate time that will be required to 
develop tools for success for students from the ground up.  Creating an inclusive learning lab, effectively utilizing students' paid time, 
and teaching restraint while motivating are the vital ingredients for peer to peer projects that promote making meaningful 
connections, collaborating, and thinking critically, thereby generating value for the student, for the program, the University, and the 
community. 
 

Session 27: Connecting Higher Education to Industry Through STEMconnector®—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Sarah Beaton, Senior Program Officer, US Department of Education 

            Rob Denson, President, Des Moines Area Community College  

            Ted Wells, Chief Strategy Officer,  STEM Connector® 
 

A powerful national coalition of business and education groups, with associated collaborative opportunities, is now available 
through STEMconnector® and their new Higher Education Council.  This Session will showcase ways that colleges  and 
universities can come together  with business to increase STEM opportunities for students and help prepare the next generation of 
STEM professionals. 
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Session 28: UNM-Valencia Successful Milestones: Game Design & STEM Success Projects—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Najib Manea, Teaching & Learning Center Manager/Title V Coop Manager, UNM- Valencia  

             Cindy Shue, Program Manager, Title III STEM, UNM-Valencia  
 
UNM Valencia Campus, located in rural Valencia County, New Mexico, was awarded two Department of Education grants:  A 
cooperative Title V grant with NMSU-Grants and a Title III STEM grant, both with goals of improving student retention, 
persistence, transfer, dual-credit, course success and graduation opportunities for Hispanic and low-income students.  The initial 
projects milestones have been successfully met and established to improve student completion and success, with the campus focus 
shifting toward competitive job training in the growing Game Design and Simulation fields and improving preparedness for 
challenging STEM bachelor degree programs.  UNM Valencia has established a full-service distance education program, provided 
intensive faculty development in active learning methods and interactive technologies, implemented a STEM Resource Center, 
enhanced STEM course curriculum, revamped career planning services, and implemented intensive transfer and online tutoring, 
advisement, and assistance.  The cooperative arrangement has allowed NMSU Grants to learn extensively from UNM Valencia’s 
cutting-edge knowledge regarding smart classroom technology to equip classrooms, increasing interactive and online services in 
central NM. 

 

4:00-5:00 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS — SECTION V: #29-35  

 

Session 29: Demystifying the U.S. Department of Defense—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. John Crockett, Program Director, San Diego State University 

            Dr. Maria Napoli, Programs Coordinator, University of California Santa Barbara  
 
The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) is a very important and significant funder of basic science research, and is very interested in 
receiving funding proposals from researchers at Hispanic Serving Institutions. This workshop session will illustrate to participants 
how to best articulate research to be attractive to DoD. The session will also focus on DoD's interests and concerns regarding the 
development of a diverse workforce. Presenters will also discuss why researchers should consider including DoD in their portfolio of 
grant funding applications, and will address some of the myths about defense funding that may cause some researchers to be hesitant 
to apply. Both regular funding opportunities and those targeted to HSIs will be discussed. 
 

Session 30: Professional Development for Faculty and Staff: A Critical Link to Increasing the Achievement and 

Success of Hispanic/Latin@ Students—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: Effective Project Management 

Location: Hoover 129 

Presenter(s): Thomas Brown, Managing Principal, Thomas Brown & Associates 
 
Some Hispanic/Latino(a) students are underprepared for college; however, most faculty and staff are also underprepared to respond 
to the distinctive needs of these students.  Highlighting the presenter’s research and publications in The Academic Advising 
Handbook and Fulfilling the Promise of the Community College, this session will describe the Conceptual, Relational and 
Informational elements of comprehensive and culturally relevant advisor development programs.  A theoretical context will be 
provided, along with effective practices and strategies. 
 

Session 31: Believe – Developing Future Latina/Latino Leadership—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Dr. Linda De Long, Director, Title V, Graduate Success Center and Professor, University of La Verne 
 
Explore the potential of the HSI student through leadership development in the University setting.  During this session, gain insight 
about various leadership models, including the Servant Leadership model.  The session will outline strategies on why and how we 
should develop our Latina/Latino student  leaders at our HSIs.  This discussion will explore how Latinas/Latinos lead and ways to 
lead using “destino” (Bordas, 2013).  During a brief question and answer session, we will discuss/envision ways to sustain our 
Latina/Latino student leaders as they travel through their successful educational journey at our HSIs. 
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Session 32: Panel Discussion on Managing Your Title V Budget —4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: Effective Project Management  

Location: Arts Communication Bldg 212 

Presenters: Victor M. Davila, Title V Director, Del Mar College  

                     Dann Brown Ph.D., Dean of University College , Texas State University  
 

A panel discussion of Title V Directors and practitioners providing insight on efficiently using grant funds to enhance and build 
institutional capacity on your campus. The panel will allow open dialogue from participants to share unique campus issues and 
challenges as they relate to budgeting. Topics to be discussed by the panel will address, allowable and unallowable spending, 
managing your cooperative partner funds,  carry-over, avoiding route pay, and implementation strategies throughout life of the 
grant.  In addition, the panel will provide insight on the role of expanded authorities for Directors. 
 

Session 33: SI Leaders’ Best Practices – Activities that Make the Sessions Great!—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Janice Levasseur, SI Coordinator, Mt. San Jacinto College 
 

Supplemental Instruction (SI) at MSJC has proven to be an effective form of student support.  Data consistently demonstrates that 
students who participate in SI outperform their non-SI-going peers.  In addition, data has indicated that the SI-supported sections 

outperform the non-supported sections.  Another examination of the program has revealed that SI provides a unique high impact 
opportunity to the SI Leaders.  How do these leaders create an environment rich for learning?  What are leaders taking away f rom 
their SI experience? This presentation will showcase SI Leader-created activities designed to assist students process course content. 
Further, several SI alumni will be spotlighted in a "where are they now" finale. 
 

Session 34: High Impact Engagement of STEM HSI Undergraduates—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Mary Parker, Director -Scholars Academy, University of Houston-Downtown 
 

The UHD Scholars Academy employs high impact service projects as enhancement of the undergraduate experience focusing on  1) 
building relationships; 2) connecting to the urban community through their majors; and 3) developing a leadership experience 
through service.  Each semester, SA members are organized into peer groups based on STEM discipline majors led by  a faculty 
mentor/peer mentor.  This small structural group functions as a “family home base” within the STEM disciplines.  Peer mentor 
group activities encourage understanding the college culture, STEM disciplines, and the Scholars Academy program, including 
group decision-making as part of the selection of a discipline-related, high impact, high engagement community service project.  The 
peer mentor group service projects are group owned, group implemented and group evaluated for effectiveness, contribution to the 
community entity and reflectively analyzed by each group member for lessons learned and best practices.  Each service project is 
publically shared with all SA members at each fall and spring orientation session.  Bi-annual surveys provide indication of service 
project impact on relationship to developed leadership skills and connections to academics. 
 

Session 35: Successful Structured Interventions from HSI-STEM Grantees—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Sarah Beaton, Senior Program Officer, U.S. Department of Education 

            Dr. S.K. Ramesh, Dean, College of Engineering and Computer Science, CSU, Northridge  
                 Jose Hernandez, MESA/HSI Assistant Dean,  Napa Valley College 
            Dr. William Head, Director, Undergraduate Research Opportunities Center CSU, Monterey Bay 
 

This panel features three HSI-STEM grantees from CSU Northridge, Napa Valley College and CSU Monterey Bay. The panelists 
will describe the impacts of structured interventions on student success. CSU Northridge will discuss their HSI STEM and Transfer 
Articulation project, which includes two regional community colleges, that emphasizes faculty mentoring and advisement, tutoring 
and peer mentoring, social activities and field trips, undergraduate research, and conference participation. Napa Valley College will 
focus on understanding the intersections between culture, career, and leadership. Cultivating STEM Leaders incorporates a Summer 
Bridge component with counseling, leadership, STEM academics; activities include instructors, participants, their parents, 
politicians, and high schools. CSU Monterey Bay will discuss their structured undergraduate research program, which includes a 
four-semester research seminar series with a focus on high-stakes learning experiences through research presentations at professional 
conferences, national scholarship and fellowship applications, and statewide and national research competitions. 
 

 

5:00 pm   DAY ONE CONCLUDES 
     Free evening to explore the area.  See local dining options and area attractions at back of program.  
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8:30 - 9:30 am  MORNING PLENARY SESSION  

Networking Breakfast 

Location: Sports Science & Athletic Pavilion  
An opportunity for Conference attendees to network with their HSI colleagues, make connections and discuss “high impact 
practices.”  
 

9:45 - 10:45 AM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS — SECTION VI : #36-42   
 

Session 36: Writing Successful Title V Grants, Part 2—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Teri Erickson, Director of Resource Development, Otero Junior College 
 

This presentation will conclude a two-part session in the grantsmanship track that will address how to put together a fundable Title 
V grant application. The sessions will include an overview of Title V as a whole and a breakdown of each section of the grant. 
Attendees will learn what grant reviewers are looking for in the application, how to avoid common pitfalls, what causes applicants to 
lose points, and tips for including appropriate information in each section. The presenter has written multiple successful Title V and 
STEM grant applications, as well as other federal and private grants. She has also presented multiple times at national conferences 
and workshops. 
 

Session 37: Targeting First-Year Students to Increase Use of Student Services—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Loretta Roberson, Assistant Professor, University of Puerto Rico Río Piedras 
 
During the first year of our program, we offered individual and small group tutoring sessions, exam reviews, supplemental 
instruction and workshops on effective study habits and undergraduate research.  Most of the participants were first- and second-year 
students who requested basic and supplemental instruction.  During summer 2013, we expanded our student-led SOS program 
directed toward incoming students. Our tutors and instructors presented the center, our services, created Facebook pages and had an 
information table with a trivia board with questions related to the first-year courses. The activity gave the new students the 
opportunity to have one-on-one interactions with our tutors and mentors.  We collected 517 e-mails from new students (80% of 
students attended the activity) to send information about our different activities.  This resulted in an increase in student participation 
in our services last semester, with 616 students receiving tutoring in STEM core courses and 1,295 in supplemental instruction. Also, 
our SOS students mentored small groups according to their future career interests (medicine, grad school). Our services provided 
incoming students with different tools to succeed in their studies. 
 

Session 38: Boosting Student Engagement Through Faculty Professional Development—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Arts Communication Bldg 212 

Presenter(s): Dr. Melissa Salazar, Escala Educational Services LLC 

          Dr. Catherine Berryhill, Escala Educational Services LLC, UNM-Taos  
          Dr. Randi Archuleta, Dean of Instruction,  UNM-Taos 
 
This session will present the results of an innovative year-long Title V faculty development project aimed at implementing highly 
effective teaching practices to increase student learning and engagement at the University of New Mexico-Taos.  Educational 
researchers agree that the number one factor affecting student achievement is the quality of the instructor, and that student  learning 
is correlated to a precise and consistent implementation of research-based teaching techniques. To this end, UNM Taos partnered 
with Escala Educational Services LLC to create an intensive year long program for sixteen faculty members across the UNM-Taos 
campus.  The program included (1) the study of the most effective college teaching practices, particularly for developmental studies 
courses serving academically under-prepared students; (2) in-classroom observations and feedback; and (3) the implementation of an 
action teaching project where faculty studied the impact of their teaching changes on student learning and engagement.  Audience 
members will gain knowledge of how to design and implement a similar program at their own college or university, and what 
instructional outcomes they can expect from such a program. 
 
 

Session 39: Co-Curricular Remediation Integrated into Coursework—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 
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Presenter(s): Dr. Floralba Arbelo Marrero, Title V Project Director/ Curriculum Specialist, Carlos Albizu University 
 
The session will highlight the development, planning and implementation process of an online remedial intervention strategy that 
worked for a Hispanic Serving Institution in Miami.  Using online technology to enhance course objectives in English Composition, 
faculty and support staff led students through concurrent remediation while in their English Composition course. Using feedback 
over a period of three semesters allowed for continued improvement in the courses to meet student needs, course objectives and 
ultimately academic readiness. Overall enrollment at this HSI is 80% Hispanic, predominantly a nontraditional student population 
and English language learners. 
 

Session 40: Demystifying the National Science Foundation—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Lori Greene, Assistant Director of Research Development, University of California Irvine 

          Dr. Meredith Murr, Director, Research Development, University of California Santa Barbara  
 
The National Science Foundation (NSF) is an independent federal agency created by Congress in 1950 "to promote the progress of 
science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; to secure the national defense…" The NSF is the funding source for 
approximately 20% of all federally supported basic research conducted by America’s colleges and universities. In many fields such as 
mathematics, computer science and the social sciences; NSF is the major source of federal backing. This session will provide 
guidance on navigating the NSF and finding the right funding opportunity for your research project or education program. The 
grant submission and peer-review processes will also be described, as an understanding of how things work at the NSF can improve 
the chances of success. The workshop will include a discussion of funding opportunities geared specifically to institutions, such as 
HSIs, with high enrollment of students from underrepresented groups. 
 

Session 41: Promoting Undergraduate Retention in STEM through Mentored Research—9:45-10:45 am 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Hoover 129 

Presenter(s): Rebecca Loos, Analytical Lab Technician, Sul Ross State University 

          Kevin Urbanczyk, RGRC Director and Professor of Geology, Sul Ross State University  
 
Adelante Tejas is a cooperative partnership between San Antonio College and Sul Ross State University designed to strengthen 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics education at both institutions. The project is oriented on preparing students for 
academic and professional success in and beyond the Associates and Baccalaureate degrees through strategic improvements to 
laboratory infrastructure and pedagogical conditions. A pivotal objective is to impact student retention and success through access to 
industry standard instrumentation and research/inquiry based experience. Presentation attendees will learn how Sul Ross State 
University and San Antonio College are jointly using a grant-acquired laboratory and other resources in education and research, 
directly impacting research skills and especially early undergraduate education. Workshops,  1:1 orientations and training developed 
by the project familiarize faculty and students to lab instruments and research methods with the goal of promoting student and 
faculty confidence and success conducting their own research; ultimately impacting post-degree academic and professional outcomes. 
 

Session 42: General Biology: A Redesign to Close the Gap and Increase Interest in STEM—9:45- 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Lynn Wright, Project Director, HSI eSTEM Grant, Pasadena City College 

          Katie Rodriguez, Biology Professor, Pasadena City College  

                       Dave Douglass, Dean,  Pasadena City College 
 
Biology faculty at Pasadena City College have used inquiry to redesign General Biology with real-world projects, including a 
capstone crime scene investigation project that included over 300 students. This redesign, an ongoing process in which full and part-
time faculty meet every other week in a learning community to discuss curriculum and apply just-in-time pedagogy, has resulted in 
increased student engagement, success, and interest in pursuing study in STEM fields.  Participants will learn about the faculty 
inquiry process used as well as the redesigned course's project themes and pedagogical approaches that have proven particularly 
effective with the large number of underrepresented minority students who typically enroll in this course to satisfy General Education 
requirements. Our data show statistical significant increases in retention and success among our Latino students. 
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11:00 AM - 12:00 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS — SECTION VII: #43-49  

Session 43: Proposal Writing 101 for Social Sciences, Humanities and Fine Arts 

11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: Arts Communication Bldg 212 

Presenter(s): Dr. Barbara Walker, Director of Research Development for the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Fine 

          Arts, UC Santa Barbara 

 
Researchers are facing mounting challenges in their efforts to support their work, as funding streams are flat or shrinking, and 
becoming ever more competitive. Therefore, it is more important than ever to be well versed in grant writing to confront these 
challenges. This session, appropriate for any stage of a research career, will share the basics of identifying funding opportunities and 
preparing successful proposals, including some grant writing dos, don’ts and lessons learned. Participants will learn how to find 
suitable opportunities for funding from government agencies with an interest in social sciences, humanities and the arts, and  other 
sources. Strategies for reviewing solicitations, collaborating with peers, planning effective proposals, budgeting and navigating 
agency-specific requirements will be shared. 
 

Session 44: How to Navigate the Management and Implementation of a Title V Grant—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: Effective Project Management 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Moises Almendariz, Dean, Instructional Support, Mountain View College 

          David Trujillo, Director of Grants, Special Projects and Title V, University of New Mexico – Taos  
 
Project directors can easily become overwhelmed with managing and implementing their grant project.  From record keeping, to 
evaluating, to implementing the grant activities, overseeing a grant project requires strategic management as well as a good roadmap 
for implementation.  This presentation will provide suggested strategies to efficiently direct the day-to-day operations of a grant and 
its requirements.  The presenters will provide a listing of Department of Education requirements as well as steps for decision making, 
and requesting changes from program officers.  It will include regulations for reporting and ideas for ongoing evaluation of your 
project.  In addition, the presenters will provide personal experiences for sustainable and effective implementation of activities. 
 

Session 45: Effects of Cooperative Learning on Developmental Mathematics Students—11:00am-12:00 pm 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Young Mee Oh, Assistant Professor, Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology 

                       Rodney Dash, Associate Professor, Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology  
 
This session will describe a research study on the effects of cooperative learning on developmental mathematics students at Vaughn 
College of Aeronautics and Technology, a Hispanic-serving aviation technical college.  The rationale, purpose, methodology, 
findings and implications of the study will be discussed.  The session may aid participants who are planning to conduct a similar 
study at their institution. Although many recommend cooperative learning (CL) as an effective pedagogical strategy for optimal 
classroom instruction (e.g., Dees, 1991; Slavin, 1996), there is limited research on the effects of CL for the developmental 
mathematics students at technical colleges.  A quasi-experimental design approach was utilized:  two of the developmental 
mathematics classes taught with CL (n=28) while three classes taught without CL (n=32).  The academic achievement was 
measured with three instruments (i.e., Accuplacer exams, diagnostic exams, and passing rate in Pre-Calculus class) and the attitudes 
toward mathematics was observed with a survey (Tapia 1996).  The current study suggests positive effects of cooperative learning on 
developmental mathematics students’ academic achievement and attitudes toward mathematics. 
 
Session 46: Cross-Age Peer-Assisted Learning Model to Promote Academic Excellence—11:00am-12:00pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Leena Furtado, Director of Title-V PPOHA-PEGS (Promoting Excellence in Graduate Studies), 

          CSU Dominguez Hills 
          Oscar Ochoa, PEGS-Grant Administrator, CSU, Dominguez Hills  
          Brent Stenhouse, PEGS-Graduate Writing Consultant (GWC),  CSU, Dominguez Hills 
                       Denise Groce PEGS- Graduate Writing Consultant -GWC Claremont Graduate School/College 
 
This descriptive study reports the implementation of research writing and critical thinking skill development for academic excellence 
among post-baccalaureate students. The cross-age peer-assisted learning model was undergirded by the theoretical advocacy of 
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Vygotsky’s Social Development Theory, Dewey and Freire’s iterative reflections, and cognitive information processing theory. Ten 
students qualified based on advanced thesis and dissertation writing skills to provide the assisted learning. A total of 618 tutorial 
sessions impacted 235 students representing 53 reported programs. Student attendance was voluntary based on a student’s prior  
attendance to preparatory research writing workshops series offered on campus. Evaluation through pre-post surveys, intake forms, 
and reflections showed that the majority off the participants benefited positively while students who participated in repeat sessions 
showed significant progress. The intent of the study is to institutionalize the model and scale it to all graduate and undergraduate 
students. However, those interested in implementing should note it is not an easy option and students on both sides of the learning 
spectrum need help to structure the sessions effectively. 
 

Session 47: Increasing Latino Participation in Nursing and HIM: A Title V Success Story—11:00am-12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Hoover 129 

Presenter(s): Jamie Rudolph, Grants Manager, New Jersey City University 

                       Dr. Jyh-Cheng (Tom) Liu, Title V Project Director and Professor of Computer Science, New Jersey               
City University  

 

This presentation will examine some of the key ways to ensure the success of a grant in the face of various challenges such as 
institutional bureaucracy, departmental politics, inadequate assessment capabilities, proposal shortcomings and miscommunications 
between partner institutions. The Title V grant, "Increasing Latino Participation in Nursing and HIM" faced immense challenges 
from the start. The proposal was not written by Nursing faculty, nor did it incorporate them as project personnel; plans for the 
creation of an HIM program at our community college partner were problematic and unattainable. Institutional pressures forced us 
to change Project Directors in the second year of the grant.  Despite these and other obstacles, enrollment in NJCU’s Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing program increased 450% over the first three years of the grant, making it the second most popular undergrad 
major on our campus. Minority enrollment in the program increased nearly 700%.  We hope to show how increased accountability, 
creative management, and a willingness to try new methods led to this success. We will also present some interesting ways to help 
bolster retention and graduation numbers through a suite of student services and faculty development activities. 
 

Session 48: Gamification of Education—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s):  Keenan Kibrick, Instructional Technologist, Oxnard College 

             Erik Ward, Learning design Coach for Technology, Special Education, and Social Science, Oxnard 
          Union High School District  
 
In high school and college, many students are not motivated to study for classes or improve their grades.  Further, they spend many 
hours choosing to interact in virtual worlds, phones and video games then pursue homework, classwork and study.  A large reason 
for this is the satisfaction gained through gamification concepts.  Specific concepts of video games based on entertainment, growth, 
mastery based learning, and goal oriented learning can be easily applied to the classroom if people are cognizant of them.  When 
applied to the classroom the goal is that classwork and school will produce the same satisfaction to students as video games.   To 
assist teachers in using gamification techniques this presentation will educate faculty on thinking of the classroom like a game 
designer thinks of a game.  By analyzing every aspect of video games and aspects of the classroom, teachers can analyze their class 
and create ways to improve student success.  The presentation is about teaching teachers how to think like a designer, and explore 
the key concepts of video games that are effective in improving a student’s desire to learn. 
 

Session 49: Increasing the STEM Pipeline: A Community College/CSUN Partnership—11:00am-12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Dr. Robert Ryan, Associate Professor, California State University, Northridge 

                       Dr. Nathan Durdella, Assistant Professor, California State University, Northridge  
                       Dr. Richard Cortes, AIMS2 Project Coordinator,  Glendale Community College 
 

This presentation describes a five-year initiative funded by a Department of Education Grant for HSI STEM and Articulation 
Programs. This initiative is a partnership between Cal State Northridge (CSUN) and two local Community Colleges (Glendale CC 
and College of the Canyons). Its purpose is to increase the number of Hispanic and low-income students who transfer from these 
Community Colleges and graduate from CSUN with a degree in a STEM field. The program is known by the acronym AIMS2, for 
Attract, Inspire, Mentor, and Support Students. The presentation focuses on the structure of the program’s implementation at 
CSUN, and its results from the first three years. Several key program activities are described, including the role of faculty mentors, 
opportunities for summer research, student engagement in outreach activities and the expansion of existing articulation agreements. 
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12:00 - 1:15 pm  LUNCH— AHSIE MEMBERSHIP MEETING 

Location: Sports Science & Athletic Pavilion  

Presenter(s): AHSIE Council  
The Alliance of HSI Educators conducts its annual membership business meeting.  

 

1:30 - 2:30 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS— SECTION VIII: #50-56  

  

Session 50: Grant Writing 101: Finding and Winning Grants in Science and Engineering—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Casandra Rauser, Director of Research Development, University of California Irvine 
 
Researchers are facing mounting challenges in their efforts to support their work, as funding streams are flat or shrinking, and 
becoming ever more competitive. Therefore, it is more important than ever to be well versed in grant writing to confront these 
challenges. This session, appropriate for any stage of a scientific career, will share the basics of identifying funding opportunities and 
preparing successful proposals, including some grant writing dos, don’ts and lessons learned. Participants will learn how to find 
suitable opportunities for funding from government agencies and other sources. Strategies for parsing solicitations, planning effective 
proposals, budgeting and navigating agency-specific requirements will be shared. And then comes the part that many scientists and 
engineers find to be the most difficult: writing a clear, concise and persuasive proposal. This session will include a brief exercise in 
which we review passages from successful and unsuccessful proposals, and then outline a mock NSF summary (what do Intellectual 
Merit and Broader Impacts really mean?) and draft a mock set of NIH specific aims. 
 

Session 51: Engaging Students Through a Modified SI Program—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Susan Amador, Reedley College 
 
This presentation will discuss a modified program, Beyond the Classroom (BTC), modeled after the nationally recognized SI 
program.  The BTC program has been modified to meet the needs of the non-traditional student population (i.e. part-time students, 
work commitments, family commitments).  Successes and challenges of incorporating short term, lab centered, cohort CTE programs 

will also be addressed.  An evaluation of the program includes data collected over a three-semester period spring 2012 through spring 
2013.  The sample size is composed of 2,000 students enrolled in one or more BTC supported courses with 700 students participating 
in the BTC program.  Analyses were generated to measure the association and significant relationship between BTC participation 
and final semester GPA, successful completion, and retention of students in the BTC supported courses.  Participants will receive 
knowledge and resources to assist them in developing a modified SI program on their campus. 
 

Session 52: Recipe for Quality Grant Results: Add a Researcher—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Arts Communication Bldg 212 

Presenter(s): Lisa DiDonato, Educational Research Assessment Analyst, Mt. San Antonio College 
 
The Federal Government appropriated over $87 million in 2013 for Title V Part A programs. This funded 150 new and continuing 
grantees. Each recipient must make an account of every federal penny spent. The majority will rely on their fiscal office to help them 
keep track of their expenditures. Often a clerical assistant is recruited to help with this daunting task. Yet, spending is only one of the 
annual reporting requirements. Each grantee must provide their benefactor with information on their progression in meeting their 
stated grant objectives. Alarmingly often far less attention is given to tracking these requirements. Recognizing this defici ency, this 
workshop will examine the importance of research in measuring grant effectiveness and how to do it. The benefits of having a 
researcher serving the grant and their role within the grant will be discussed. Attendees of this workshop will become familiar with 
methods of gathering valuable information with limited or no research support, the role of an external evaluator and how that differs 
from the researcher. Additionally, participants in the workshop will discuss the implications and uses for their data for program 
improvement and future funding. 

 

Session 53: Ensuring Hispanic Success in Graduate Aspirations: A Model That Works—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Dr. Mary Gonzalez, Associate Vice President for Student Access, Texas A&M University-Kingsville 

                       Melinda Miller, Director Special Projects, Title V/McNair Scholars, Texas A&M University-Kingsville  
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Texas A&M University-Kingsville’s (TAMUK) Ronald E. McNair scholars federally-funded program, in collaboration with 
Student Support Services and faculty, identifies and refers students as a recruitment tool to prepare 28 outstanding students aspiring 
to attend graduate school and conduct undergraduate research with faculty mentors. The program to date has yielded 14% doctoral 
attainment with 78% of students served to graduate schools since 1996. The faculty is actively engaged in the 10-week summer 
research project with benchmarks each week to yield high success rates for Hispanics and underrepresented groups. The structured 
approach is vital to provide a safety net for success. To further develop the pipeline from undergraduate to graduate level, the Title V 
PPOHA program will continue to assist these scholars with financial support once enrolled in graduate school at TAMUK. 
TAMUK is a Hispanic Serving Institution with a 69% Hispanic population. Consequently, increasing faculty to work with the 
Hispanic and underrepresented population will improve the leadership for the future in higher education. The expected learning 
outcomes will show examples of overcoming barriers and models that work at the undergrad and graduate levels. 
 

Session 54: You Can’t Control the Wind, but You Can Adjust Your Sails— 1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location:  

Presenter(s): Leticia J. Wilson, M.Ed., Title V HSI STEM Advisor (Biology), Del Mar College 

          Dorothy Pallotti, Title V HSI STEM Advisor (Technology), Del Mar College 
 
Del Mar College, a two-year comprehensive community college and Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI), located in Corpus Christi, 
Texas, began its implementation of Title V HSI Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) programming in 
2012. This presentation will provide an overview of STEM grant activities and focus on high impact practices for student success 
through  specialized advisors. Information presented will be based on first-hand experiences. This model includes the oversight of all 
STEM Peer Mentors, Workshops, Industry/Community members speaker series to both faculty and students.  
  
By actively engaging specialized advisors with their respective department chairs and divisional deans, we gain a framework of 
support to implement STEM programming. We will share examples of how to have “faculty buy-in”, collaborations across 
departments w/ shared objectives, using current students to promote retention efforts and closing the loop with bringing in industry 
members.  

 

Session 55: 21st Century Technology that Lead Hispanic Students to Success—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Jose Fulgencio, Adjunct Faculty – Lecturer & Retention Coach, University of Central Oklahoma 
 
This workshop will deal with the issue of how to create successful technology classroom resources for Hispanic students using social 
media and technology. I will focus on giving audience members insights from the Oye Help Me Series, The  Go 2 College Resource 4 
Young Latinos, on providing  services that will make sure Hispanic students succeed. The expected learning outcome will be how 
administrators, staff and faculty can develop service resources that can assist in making sure Hispanic students succeed in college and 
beyond. The resources and curriculum will be presented through sample resources already developed through the Oye Help Me 
Series. The audience will be able to take the learned knowledge and apply to their institution to make sure Hispanic students have 
the needed services to become successful in college and beyond. The services, for example, will be on how to create and establish a 
successful scholarship writing workshop, resume workshop and other services that Hispanic students will need to succeed. 
 

Session 56: Undergraduate Research Programs - Diverse Approaches and Best Practices—1:30 - 2:30 pm 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Jesus Cisneros, Director, UROC, University of California Merced 

                       Veronique Rorive, Academic Coordinator, University of California Riverside  
 
Presenters from two HSIs will present on the array of undergraduate research programs available at their institutions, and will 
discuss best practices to be considered by HSIs in implementing undergraduate research opportunities. The presenters will also give 
an overview of funding mechanisms at a number of agencies that can support undergraduate research programs. Grantsmanship 
strategies on planning and submitting proposals to agencies interested in undergraduate research will be included, as will suggestions 
for effective program assessment and evaluation. 
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2:45 - 3:45 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS — SECTION IX: #57-63   

 

Session 57: Demystifying the National Institutes of Health—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Randal Berg, Assistant Director of Research Development, University of California Irvine 
 
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) supports biomedical research to fulfill its mission “to seek fundamental knowledge about 
the nature and behavior of living systems and the application of that knowledge to enhance health, lengthen life and reduce i llness 
and disability.” Over 80% of the annual $30 billion budget is awarded through peer-reviewed funding. However, given the size and 

complexity of the NIH, many researchers don’t know where or how to start their efforts to gain NIH funding. This session will  
provide guidance on navigating the structure of the NIH and finding the right funding opportunity for your research project or 
program. The grant submission and peer-review processes will also be described, as an understanding of how things work at the NIH 
can improve the chances of success. Based on many years of experience in proposal development and submission, and feedback from 
successful grantees, former review panel members and program managers at NIH, our team of research development professionals 
has developed a series of strategies for success in achieving NIH funding. These will be presented along with particular strategies that 
are available to HSIs and their partners in pursuit of funding from the NIH. 
 

Session 58: Best Practices in External Evaluation Panel Session—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: Effective Project Management 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): David Trujillo, Director of Grants, Special Projects and Title V, University of New Mexico – Taos  

                       Moises Almendariz, Dean, Instructional Support,  Mountain View College 
                       Dr.Andres Salazar, Principal, Escala Education Services 
 
Many grant project managers find themselves with a lot of questions surrounding how to evaluate their projects. This session will 
allow grant staff to ask direct questions to three experienced external evaluators, who will discuss the role of the external  evaluator, 
what a grantee should expect from external evaluation, and how to find an evaluator who is a good fit for your institution. 
 

Session 59: Strategizing a Successful Transition to HSI Status—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Arts Communication Bldg 212 

Presenter(s): Dr. Dann Brown, Dean of University College, Texas State University 
 
Little information is available to these emerging HSIs that would enhance their successful transition to HSI status. Five strategies to 
achieve this transition include:  (1) Strategic Planning, (2) Data Gathering, (3) Preparing for the Designation Request, (4) 
Identifying an HSI Mentor and a (5) Campus HSI Audit. A first step to be taken as an institution eclipses 18-20% Hispanic 
enrollment is developing a plan to become an HSI (Strategy 1).  Gathering information is essential in the years prior to gaining full 
status (Strategy 2).  Practicing the completion of the federal Request for Designation as an Eligible Institution for Title III and Title 
V Programs on an annual basis (Strategy 3) with the support of an institutional mentor (Strategy 4) will help avoid difficulties.  

Reflecting on the campus climate for Hispanic student success (Strategy 5) is a powerful way to improve student success and plan for 
a future Title V proposal. Participants will be able to describe the five strategies discussed.  They will also interact with a network of 
representatives from emerging HSIs during this discussion of the presenter’s experience on three HSI campuses ranging from 28% to 
66% Hispanic student enrollment. 
 

Session 60: Full STEAM Ahead: Mixing Arts and Science—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Martha Cruz Pelayo, STEAM Project Director, Community Relations, East Los Angeles College 

                       Dr. Armando Rivera-Figueroa, MESA/STEM Programs Director, East Los Angeles College  
 
In 2011, East Los Angeles College was the recipient of an HSI STEM Cooperative grant aimed at increasing the number of 
community college students, particularly traditionally underrepresented students, transferring to and completing a baccalaureate 
program in a STEM discipline.  Through this grant ELAC has been developing activities to outreach, engage, and prepare our 

students for success in the STEM. Through the HSI STEM GANAS (Goals And Needs for Accelerated STEM) grant, ELAC has 
embarked on an new initiative with the goal of engaging students and the community at large into the STEM fields through 
STEAM (Science Technology Engineering Art Math), an integration of STEM and Arts. This is creating an appreciation of Art 
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through a scientific point of view, and the appreciation of science from an artistic perspective. After the completion of only its second 
installation of a six (6) part series, ELAC has built partnerships with renowned leaders in the art industry as well as collaborated 
with leading experts and professionals in the STEM fields.   
 

Session 61: Mentoring and Latino Male Youth: Challenges, Impact, and Best Practices—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Hoover 129 

Presenter(s): Dr. Maria Concepcion Ayon, Assist. Director of Teacher Education Programs, University of La Verne 

                       Rosalilia Gradilla, Intercultural Program Coordinator, University of La Verne  
 
Latino male youth continue to have the highest high school dropout rate across the United States. A number of formal and informal 
mentorship studies have identified influencing factors, mentoring strategies and the role of mentors in relation to academic success, 
high school completion and college enrollment. This presentation will focus on the impact of mentoring among Latino male youth 
and best mentoring practices at a four-year private university. The purpose of this interactive presentation and discussion is two-fold; 
first, to present a recent qualitative study focused on informal mentoring and Latino male youth and second, to dialogue about 
effective mentoring practices. 
 

Session 62: Using High Impact Activities as a Tool to Engage STEM Students—2:45 - 3:45 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Nidhi Gadura, Asst. Professor, Queensborough Community College 
 
Queensborough (QCC) is an open admission Hispanic serving institution with 16,936 degree students (26.7% Hispanic). High 
Impact activities like Undergraduate Research, Service Learning, Writing Intensive courses and Learning Communities are used 
across curriculum to engage students.  Participation in research projects teaches students to be independent thinkers, collaborate with 
their peers and apply quantitative reasoning. All students who participate in research make a presentation at an Annual Honors 
conference.  Close to 90% of the students who have completed a research project have either graduated from QCC or transferred with 
40 or more credits.  Honors students have received various internship opportunities.  Some of these students have won local, regional 
as well as national conferences.  In this presentation, the speaker will share her best practices of how integrating research in STEM 
has changed the student outcome for not only retention and graduation but also students pursuing professional degrees and achieving 
success. Besides research, the speaker will discuss how implementing other strategies like Honors contracts, Writing Intensive 
curriculum and Service Learning has helped increase student success and transfer. 
 

Session 63: Creating Opportunities for STEM Students Through Collaborative Partnerships—2:45-3:45 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Amelito Enriquez, Professor, Cañada College 
 

This presentation is a description of how a Hispanic-serving community college developed effective partnerships with high schools, 
other institutions of higher education and industry partners in order to create opportunities for minority students to excel in STEM. 
These partnerships led to programs that have increased the interest, entry, retention and success in STEM fields among minori ty 
students. Among these programs are: a) a summer engineering institute – a two-week residential summer camp for high school 
students, which offers insight into the engineering profession through a combination of lectures, hands-on laboratory activities, 
workshops and projects; b) a ten-week summer research internship program for community college engineering students; c) a two-day 
summer engineering teaching institute that assists community college engineering faculty in developing technology-enhanced 
instruction using tablet computers and distance education; and d) alignment of engineering curriculum and development a joint  
engineering program among participating community colleges. The presentation will summarize each strategy, show videos of 
sample activities and student testimonies, and highlight student projects and program results. 

 

4:00 - 5:00 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS — SECTION X: #64-70   

 

Session 64: Financial Leadership Bootcamp: Bring It!—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: Effective Project Management 

Location: Arts Communication Bldg 212 

Presenter(s): Fidel Calero, J.D., Campus Engagement and Education Consultant, American Student Assistance 
 
Being financially savvy is actually all the rage. And being a leader is kind of awesome. However, many of our students lack the basic 
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financial knowledge and confidence to make solid financial decisions. So how do you get in the know? Join us for this down-and-
dirty, in-the-trenches session that will give you the must-haves on budgeting, savings and credit, along with the resources and 
references to help your students be successful. This is a train-the-trainer participative type session that will leave participants with: 
basic knowledge on a variety of general financial topics (including budgeting, savings, credit and student loans), presentation tactics 
for successful engagement with students, resources to use on campus and collaborative conversation with peers. 
 

Session 65: Peer-to-Peer Support and Hispanic Student Success—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Elizabeth Cuna, University of New Mexico-Taos 
 

The Project for New Mexico Graduates of Color is a student-led organization at the University of New Mexico that supports 
underrepresented students through social, academic, leadership, and mentorship programming. PNMGC contributes to Hispanic 
student success through building peer-based support networks and mentoring communities that address the unique needs of students 
of color in academia. This presentation will provide student-driven strategies and practices aimed at the success of underrepresented 
students within higher education. 
 

Session 66: Collective Leadership to Foster Student Success—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s):  Diego Trujillo, Student Success Manager, University of New Mexico-Taos 

                        Pamela Brody, Developmental Studies Reading and Writing, University of New Mexico-Taos  
                        Amber Gordon, Coordinator CASA Writing Studio,  University of New Mexico-Taos 
 

The University of New Mexico Taos Branch Campus (UNM-Taos) functions as a two-year community college.  Removing barriers 
and supporting student success is at the forefront of serving our students as a rural education provider.  UNM-Taos continues to seek 
to support change and empower students through the collaborative and collective process of leadership.  As a result of the 
collaborative leadership, the Developmental Writing Program has implemented scaffolding for students with developmental level  
writing and reading skills that prepares students for transfer level course work by offering both 16 week and 8 week courses, as well as 
writing labs and bridge communication skills courses, supported by CASA and the Writing Studio. The Writing Studio supports 
students with both instructor and peer tutors, while also using peer tutors for supplemental instruction throughout the writing 
program. CASA supports student success by offering a physical space for students to meet in with access to computers and assistive 
technology. We will explore the journey of this collective process in order to highlight the collaborative efforts serving underprepared 
students. 
 

Session 67: Overcoming the Remediation Challenge: Building a Culture of Student Success—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Hoover 129 

Presenter(s): Dr. William Franklin, Associate Vice President, CSU Dominguez Hills 

                       Dr. Susan Borrego, Vice President, CSU Dominguez Hills  
                       Dr. Paz Oliverez, Director of Educational Opportunity Program and Student Success Initiatives,  CSU Dominguez Hills 
 

There are four main objectives to the proposed session.  The objectives are: 1) To explain how a first- and second-year experience 
program has achieved over an 85% retention rate for first-generation, low-income Hispanic college-goers in its first four years of 
implementation; 2) To explain how this program’s provision of critical college knowledge through multiple interventions has lead to 
persistence rates that rival those of more competitive institutions; 3) To demonstrate and underscore the need for collaboration 
between instructional units, comprehensive student success services, the implementation of best practices for academically under-
prepared college students, and the integration of a tracking and retention system; and 4) To engage educators, practitioners and 
policymakers who aim to increase the persistence and retention of first-generation, low-income college-goers. The best practices 
described in the session are ones that may sound familiar when viewed in relation to the larger body of higher education literature. 
However, what is different about the information to be presented is the fact that the constellation of interventions that will be 
discussed are rarely expounded upon in relationship to one another. 
 

Session 68: Attribution Biases in Mentoring & Teaching Green Energy Manufacturing—4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Eric Smith, Assistant Professor, University of Texas at El Paso 

                       Dr. Bill Tseng, Associate Professor, University of Texas at El Paso  
                       Dr. Paras Mandal, Assistant Professor,  University of Texas at El Paso 

          Aditya Akundi, Research Assistant, University of Texas at El Paso 
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Mentoring and teaching are skill sets that play an integral role in student development in research universities and colleges. The 
relationships developed between teaching faculty and advisers, on one hand, and students, on the other, often help students make 
critical decisions that are required to successfully pursue research career interests. In order to achieve efficient learning, the best 
mentoring and teaching methodologies are adopted and developed based on previously used models, along with personal experience, 
assuming that all the potential attributes of effective and influential mentoring and teaching are identified. Despite employing a 
broad approach, one is often unaware of the possible biases and false attributions that may plague mentoring and teaching, such as 
the use of personal intuition, bounded rationality, the actor observer bias, attribution errors and the correspondence bias at a 
cognitive level, any of which may have unaccounted influences while trying to identify an optimized mentoring or teaching process. 
The principle aim of this paper is to identify possible biased dimensions in mentoring and teaching, and to address how diffe rent 
types of biases affect and influence mentoring & teaching processes. 
 

Session 69: Math Jam: Accelerating Educational Pathways for Underprepared STEM Students-4:00-5:00pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Denise Hum, Cañada College 

                       Michael Hoffman, Cañada College  
                       Ray Lapuz, Cañada College 

                       Chris Burwell-Woo, Math Jam Coordinator, Retention Specialist, Cañada College 
 

A majority of California community college students enter college with low levels of preparation for college-level work, especially in 
math. For students interested in pursuing science or engineering degrees, this may mean up to four or five years of coursework before 
they are eligible to apply for transfer to a four-year institution. Thus, many of them drop out or change majors even before taking 

transfer-level STEM courses. To facilitate the entry of these underprepared students, Cañada College, a federally designated 
Hispanic-serving community college in northern California, developed Math Jam, an intensive placement test review program. 
Program implementation over the last five years shows success in improving student placement test performance, preparing students 
for success, and building community among program participants. An analysis of student academic performance in subsequent 
semesters shows significantly higher success and retention rates among Math Jam participants compared to nonparticipants. Since 
its initial implementation in summer 2009 the program has served over 1000 students, and transfer-level STEM course enrollment 
has increased significantly, with a higher rate of increase among minority students. 
 

Session 70: (STEM)2 - Strengthening Transfer Education & Matriculation in STEM 
4:00 - 5:00 pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Dr. Maria Dela Cruz, Project Director, CSU Fullerton 

          Yanet Garcia, Program Director, Cypress College  
          Sam Barrozo, Academic Transition Coordinator,  CSU Fullerton 
 
California State University, Fullerton, a four-year comprehensive university and Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI), in addition to 
three of its feeder community colleges, Citrus, Cypress and Santiago Canyon, also HSIs, created “(STEM)2 - Strengthening 
Transfer Education & Matriculation in STEM”, funded by the U.S. Department of Education. This grant project is designed to 
encourage Science, Technology, Engineering, Math (STEM) degrees, retain students in STEM fields, produce more community 
college STEM transfers to four-year institutions and ultimately, increase the number of Hispanic/Latino and low-income students 
attaining STEM baccalaureates. This presentation will discuss how this project was implemented at one of the partner community 
colleges (Cypress College) and how the Summer Research Experience program was designed to encourage transfer students into the 
STEM fields. Lastly, the presentation will discuss in detail how CSU Fullerton successfully transitions STEM transfers students 
with Transfer Student Orientations and the Academic Transition Program. 

 

6:00-8:00 pm  AHSIE PRESIDENT’S DINNER  

Location: Sports Science & Athletic Pavilion  

Presenter(s): Dolores Huerta  

 
Join us for a very special event featuring a talk by Dolores Huerta.  Dolores Clara Fernandez Huerta is a labor leader and civil rights 
activist who, along with César Chávez, co-founded the National Farmworkers Association. That organization later became the 
United Farm Workers (UFW). Huerta has received numerous awards for her community service and advocacy for workers’, 
immigrants’ and women’s rights. 
 

8:00 pm   DAY TWO CONCLUDES 
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8:30 - 9:30 am  MORNING PLENARY SESSION  

AHSIE Panel Discussion  

Location: Sports Science & Athletic Pavilion  

Presenter(s): AHSIE Council  
 
The 15-member AHSIE Council will conduct a panel discussion on the challenges facing HSIs and on AHSIE’s role in advocating 
for HSIs.  We are interested in your thoughts on what initiatives AHSIE should be pursuing and how we can better address your 
institutions’ needs.  

 

9:45 - 10:45 AM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS: SECTION XI:#71-75  

 

Session 71: Strategic Grantsmanship for HSIs—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: Grantsmanship at HSIs 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): David Trujillo, Director of Grants, Special Projects and Title V, University of New Mexico-Taos 

                       Teri Erickson, Director of Resource Development, Otero Junior College  
 

This presentation – delivered by two experienced HSI grants-seekers – will encompass the "big picture" of seeking HSI funding over 
the next several years, taking into account projections about the availability of Federal funding as well as the strategic uses of those 
resources. We expect to provide attendees with a framework for thinking strategically about HSI-specific funding programs and for 
prioritizing the opportunities that arise. The discussion will include analysis of the systemic implications of the grants your 
institution currently holds and how those current grants provide springboards for developing competitive applications for Title V and 
Title III Part F competitions in 2015, 2016 and beyond.  
 

Session 72: Evaluating the Impact of the CSU Stanislaus STEM Grant—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Harold Stanislaw, Evaluator, California State University, Stanislaus 
 

The STEM grant at California State University, Stanislaus provides funding for several high-impact practices. These include a 
resource center that provides tutorial assistance for students enrolled in STEM courses, mentoring by STEM faculty of 
undergraduates in the grant’s target population and opportunities for undergraduate STEM majors to conduct research and travel 
to professional conferences. Methods will be described for evaluating the utilization of these activities, determining their outcomes, 

and using the resulting findings to inform program decisions. The presentation will also describe methods for obtaining indicators of 
the grant’s effect on STEM graduation rates long before six-year graduation rates can be measured. Discussion will include 
accommodations that evaluation efforts can make to satisfy requirements imposed by both the U.S. Department of Education and 
local Institutional Review Boards (IRBs). 
 

Session 73: Academic Career Literacy Program: Responding to Academic Career Confusion—9:45-10:45am 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Dr. Agnes Flores, Director of Title V Programs, Texas A&M University-Kingsville 

                       Amanda Galvan, Activity 2 Coordinator, M.S., LPC-I, Texas A&M University-Kingsville  
 

Many first-generation, low socio-economic Hispanic students report receiving low-quality academic career decision-making guidance 
upon exiting high school. Texas A&M University – Kingsville is responding to this career development challenge by offering a Title 
V funded Academic Career Literacy Program to incoming students. The program is designed to promote earlier career thinking and 
planning by improving access to and the quality of academic career decision-making resources. The project’s goal is to provide 
students with a systematic approach for discovering their interests, selecting a major, and developing an academic career plan. 
Students are informed regarding campus programs and resources, which will enrich their college experience. Presenters will share 
with the group ways this model can be implemented at individual institutions. Resources and student pre- and post-survey results 
will be shared. 
 

Session 74: TBD—9:45 - 10:45 am  

Location: La Fetra Auditorium  
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Session 75: Undergraduate Research for Latino Community College STEM Students—9:45 - 10:45 am 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Dr. Marianne Smith, Director of STEM Projects, Citrus College 

                       Dr. Lisa Romero, Assistant Professor, CSUS  
 

Typically, underrepresented community college STEM students do not have the opportunity to conduct paid research until they 
have transferred to a four-year university. With funding from a Title V grant, Citrus College is developing opportunities at a variety 
of institutions to ensure rich and authentic research experiences for Latino and other low-income community college students.   
 
Drawing on research and experience, this session reviews the process of developing an effective undergraduate research program from 
building effective partnerships to student recruitment to evaluation. Data presented will include student voices from exit interviews 
and focus groups as well as initial results of persistence and transfer data. A newly-developed matrix for best practices will be 
discussed and built upon in the session. Participants will leave with practical ideas for creating similar programs in their local 
context.  
 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CONCURRENT SESSIONS — SECTION XII: #76-80  

 

Session 76: Web Conferencing Software Solutions for Managing Your Project 
11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: Effective Project Management 

Location: Landis Academic Ctr. 101 A&B 

Presenter(s): Leslie Hopper, Project Director, Sul Ross State University 

                       Barbara Knots, Director, Adelante Tejas Project, San Antonio College  
 

Are web conferencing software “solutions” truly the “productivity tool” they claim to be? In 2011, San Antonio College and Su l 
Ross State University were awarded Title III/Title V HSI STEM and Articulations funding to implement a multi-year project to 
promote enrollment, persistence and success in STEM their institutions both located in Texas…but 400 miles apart. Project sta ff 
and faculty leads at both institutions had met briefly (or not at all) prior to launch, so a key to successful implementation has been 
the utilization of web conferencing technology. Meeting “at distance” via the web has developed and maintained vital 
administrative, staff and faculty leads’ connections and their effectiveness over distance, and is also being used in innovative ways to 
support learning. Attendees will learn about the strengths and pitfalls of incorporating web conferencing and distance technology into 
management, advising and classroom instructional schemes. Technology “novices” will obtain a useful overview of different web  
conferencing and distance education modalities, their merits and limitations. Technology experts will be expected to augment the 
discussion! (P.S. The answer could be “yes!”) 
 

Session 77: STEM Learning Communities: Cultural Intelligence as Predictor of Success—11:00am-12:00pm 

Track: Emerging Research at HSIs 

Location: Morgan Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Dr. Karen Cianci, Dean, School of Natural Sciences, Fresno Pacific University 

                       Dr. Cindy Carter, Dean, Degree Completion, Fresno Pacific University  
 

Since its introduction in 2003, the measurement of Cultural Intelligence (CQ) has shown itself to be predictive of success in  cultural 
adaptation (Ang, Van Dyne, and Tan, 2011). Academia, and especially liberal arts and STEM, can be a very different culture from 
anything that a first generation, low income or Hispanic student has ever experienced.  Failure to catch on quickly to the values and 
practices of this new academic culture may put the student behind and spell failure, especially in STEM disciplines.  CQ’s four 
pillars, Action, Knowledge, Strategy and Drive, will be used as a developmental scaffolding to analyze best practice programs in the 
first year.  Fresno Pacific University’s HSI STEM-Liberal Arts learning community, which has doubled retention of Hispanic and 
first-generation STEM students, will be used as a macro case study. CQ practices are equally important for faculty and for students, 
as each experiments with developing effective relationships outside of their milieu. Faculty with passion for stepping outside of their 
cultural framework will be more effective in motivating diverse students. Students who exhibit higher CQ will be able to avail 
themselves of greater support through campus resources.  
 

Session 78: Supplemental Instruction (SI) Coaching in Math - Reaching Farther—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: President's Dining Room 

Presenter(s): Dr. Armando Rivera-Figueroa, MESA/STEM Programs Director, East Los Angeles College 

                       Ruben Arenas, M.S.M.S.Associate Professor of Mathematics, East Los Angeles College  
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At East Los Angeles College, we have developed a STEM Supplemental Instruction (SI) Program with the goal of helping students 
persist and succeed in their STEM courses.  Although we have developed the program to serve all STEM courses, the Math 
component often represents implementation challenges due to the large number of course offerings within the Math Department at 
East LA College.  For example, in a typical semester the Math Department can have up to 45 sections eligible for SI coaching…  As 
you can imagine, the selection process becomes very challenging, and questions such as how to choose the right course (Calculus I 
over Calculus II, etc.), how to choose the right section (morning versus night), the right faculty, etc. become more and more 
important when dealing with student success.  At ELAC we have developed a program, based in evaluation, which serves as many 
students as possible while working with the available resources; i.e. one to two SI coaches per course, aid with faculty and 
technology.  We will present how we have done to manage the demand, while serving a larger number of students. 
 

Session 79: Establishing a Textbook Lending Program: Not at All By the Book—11:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Track: High Impact Practices for Student Success 

Location: Campus Center A 

Presenter(s): Dr. Melissa McAlexander, Associate Professor, Notre Dame de Namur University 

                       Dr. Isabelle Haithcox, Professor, Notre Dame de Namur University  
 

We have all seen students struggle to afford high-priced science and math textbooks.  In our experience, many students go without a 
textbook, share with a friend or try to use a copy on reserve in the library.  As science faculty, we value students having access to a 
textbook as a critical part of their learning – so we set out to implement a Textbook Lending Program for foundational courses in 
science and math. The single most important thing we learned through the entire process was that a fanatical attention to detail was 
not enough – we had to manage a myriad of outside forces, obstacles and unexpected changes in order to launch the program on 
time.  In this session, science faculty from NDNU will share how we defined the scope of the project, how we met the challenges in 
acquiring the large number of textbooks needed, how we overcame the loss of a cooperating department on campus and how the 
program impacted students.  Session attendees will leave with guidelines for establishing their own Textbook Lending Program: 
defining scope, identifying stakeholders on campus, engaging other areas of campus, knowing where a fanatical attention to detail is 
helpful and preparing for the unexpected. 
 

Session 80: Success STEMs from Innovation: Curriculum and Academic Interventions—11:00am-12:00pm 

Track: High Impact STEM programs at HSIs 

Location: La Fetra Auditorium 

Presenter(s): Robert Brown, Alternative Learning Strategies Coordinator, Crafton Hills College 

                       Rick Hogrefe, Dean, Crafton Hills College  
  

In this presentation, participants will explore some of the innovative curricular interventions and pedagogical strategies developed by 
the Crafton Hills College STEM Pathways Grant.  Curricular interventions include the creation of new STEM-based learning 
communities, a newly developed Computer Science degree, transfer-focused GIS coursework, and improved integration of student 
support services into STEM courses. Presenters will also review the impact supplemental instruction has had on STEM course 
success, as well as future plans to affect student success through STEM faculty development. 
 

 

 

12:00 pm  CONFERENCE CONCLUDES 

 
Thank you for joining us for the 6th Annual HS I/Title V Best Practices Conference.  We wish you safe travels home and look 
forward to seeing you next year!  Please be sure to turn in your session evaluations to a council member or University of La Verne 
representative.  
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What transportation is available to/from the Airport to the hotel?  Taxis, Super Shuttle, and Rental cars.  The Sheraton Fairplex does provide shuttle service from ONT airport, but you must call them to RSVP at 909.622.2220. If you are flying into other area airports, you must utilize other forms of transportation or the super shuttle service at https://www.supershuttle.com/default.aspx?GC=LNZQP  
 

What transportation is available to/from the hotel to the University of La Verne?  Shuttle service will be provided to transport attendees from the two designated hotels (Sheraton Fairplex & the Claremont Doubletree) to the conference site, the University of La Verne. Shuttle service will also be provided to return individuals to the two above mentioned conference hotels. 
If I rent a car and drive to the University of La Verne, how do I get there? Where can I park?  Is there a fee 
to park on campus?  How to find La Verne: http://laverne.edu/locations/laverne/ Campus Map: http://sites.laverne.edu/parking/files/2013/01/Campus-Map-1-13.pdf   Parking on campus will require a campus permit which can be purchased at one of the kiosks($5.00 per day fee). It is recommended to park at the off-campus shuttle parking lot, which is FREE. It is very convenient and will bring you to the Campus Center on the University of La Verne campus. Shuttle lot parking lot can be found at http://sites.laverne.edu/finance/files/2013/05/Shuttle-service-map.pdf  DoubleTree offers a 10% discount off Super Shuttle transportation from all surrounding airports, which includes Ontario (ONT), Los Angeles International (LAX), John Wayne Orange County (SNA), Long Beach (LGB) and Bur-bank (BUR).  The code for the discount is Z87GL  To make reservations for the shuttle, please go to: https://www.supershuttle.com/default.aspx?GC=LNZQP 

 

What other transportation is available in the area?  

Metro Link        http://www.metrolinktrains.com/       (800) 371-5465 (LINK)       *Closest Station – Pomona North Station 205 Santa Fe St., Pomona, CA 91767 (Near Garey Ave.) 

Taxi Services       Yellow Cab         http://www.yellowcab.com/la-verne-yellow-cab-taxi/        (909) 622 -1313 

Foothill Transit Bus        http://www.foothilltransit.org/      1-800-RIDE-INFO (800-743-3463) 

Frequently Asked Questions  

https://www.supershuttle.com/default.aspx?GC=LNZQP
http://laverne.edu/locations/laverne/
http://sites.laverne.edu/parking/files/2013/01/Campus-Map-1-13.pdf
http://sites.laverne.edu/finance/files/2013/05/Shuttle-service-map.pdf
https://www.supershuttle.com/default.aspx?GC=LNZQP
https://www.supershuttle.com/default.aspx?GC=LNZQP
http://www.metrolinktrains.com/
http://www.yellowcab.com/la-verne-yellow-cab-taxi/
http://www.foothilltransit.org/
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Area Dining  
Nearby the University of La Verne: 
 Walking Distance: FOOD: Warehouse Pizza        2340 D St., La Verne, CA 91750 Pappa’s Artisanal        2232 D St., La Verne, CA 91750 Lordsburg Taphouse & Grill       2335 D St., La Verne, CA 91750 House of Wings Sports Bar        2317 D St., La Verne, CA 91750 El Merendero Restaurant        1910 Fairplex Dr., La Verne, CA 91750 Sabor a Mi       2313 D St., La Verne, CA 91750 Cafe  Allegro        2124 3rd Street, La Verne, CA 91750 3rd Street Wine Shop       2142 3rd Street, La Verne, CA 91750 Aoki       2307 D Street, La Verne, CA 91750 

  

Nearby the Sheraton Fairplex: 
Walking Distance: FOOD: McKinley’s Grille (Sheraton in-house Restaurant) Nearby the DoubleTree Hotel- Claremont: 
Walking distance: FOOD:  Buca Di Beppo         505 W Foothill Blvd, Claremont,        CA  91711       (909) 399-3287                                    Marie Callender’s       1030 W Foothill Blvd, Claremont, CA 91711       (909) 621-3985 Sushi Cruise Japanese Restaurant        962 W Foothill Blvd, Claremont, CA 91711       (909) 398-4415 PianoPiano        555 W Foothill Blvd, Claremont, CA 91711      (909) 547-4266 
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Area Dining  
 Common Food Locations (all driving distance): FOOD: Bravo burgers       1215 N White Ave, Pomona, CA 91768       (909) 622-0855 Subway (White Ave)       1212 N White Ave Pomona, CA 91768 Finish Line Sports Grill      2201 N White Ave, Pomona, CA 91768      (909) 865-4154 CocoPalm Restaurant      1600 Fairplex Dr., Pomona, 91768     (909) 469-1965 In-n-Out       2098 Foothill Blvd, La Verne, CA 91750 YougurtLand       2105 Foothill Blvd, La Verne, CA 91750 Shogun Restaurant        2123 Foothill Blvd, La Verne, CA 91750       (909) 596-9393 Mama Petrillo’s       2123 Foothill Blvd, La Verne, CA 91750       (909) 596-5600 Chili’s Grill and Bar       1912 Foothill Blvd, La Verne, CA 91750       (909) 596-1666 

 

 

Habit Burger Grill       1608 Foothill Blvd, La Verne, CA 91750       (909) 593-1640 El Merendero Restaurant 
      1910 Fairplex Dr., La Verne, CA  91750 Pomona Valley Mining Co, Pomona, CA       1777 Gillette Rd, Pomona, CA 91768       (909) 623-3515 Los Jarritos       3191 N Garey Ave, Pomona, CA 91767       (909) 593-7012 Aladdin Jr. Restaurant      3161 N Garey Ave Pomona, CA 91767      (909) 593-3887 Casablanca       500 W 1st St, Claremont, CA 91711      (909) 626-5200 Walter’s Restaurant       310 Yale Ave, Claremont, CA 91711       (909) 624-4914 Viva Madrid       225 Yale Ave, Claremont, CA 91711       (909) 624-5500 The Press       129 N Harvard Ave, Claremont, CA        (909) 625-4808 

  Boomer’s- Upland 

http://www.boomersparks.com/site/upland/ 

  

http://www.boomersparks.com/site/upland/
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Local Points of Interest 
Beaches  Ports O’Call, San Pedro, CA      www.sanpedro.com/sp_point/portcall.htm Santa Monica Pier, Santa Monica, CA              www.santamonicapier.org/  Venice Beach, Los Angeles, CA              www.venicebeach.com/  Shoreline Village, Long Beach, CA            www.shorelinevillage.com/  Balboa Peninsula, Newport Beach, CA      
 www.visitnewportbeach.com/vacations/balboa-peninsula/ 

 

Cultural Community Centers: Olvera Street, Los Angeles, CA             www.olvera-street.com/  Chinatown, Los Angeles, CA             www.chinatownla.com/  Little Tokyo, Los Angeles, CA              www.visitlittletokyo.com/  Chinese Theater, Hollywood, CA      http://        www.tclchinesetheatres.com/ 

 

Entertainment Locales: Candlelight Pavilion Dinner Theater           
    www.candlelightpavilion.com/ 

 

Nature Parks: Bonelli Park, San Dimas    http://www.bonellipark.org/index.html  Claremont Hills Wilderness Park, Claremont    http://www.ci.claremont.ca.us/ps.leisurerecreation.cfm?ID=2286 

 

 

Shopping/Retail: The Grove, Los Angeles      
       www.thegrovela.com/  Victoria Gardens Shopping Mall, Rancho Cucamonga        http://www.victoriagardensie.com/  Montclair Plaza Shopping Mall, Montclair       http://www.montclairplaza.com/  Ontario Mills Mall, Ontario        http://www.simon.com/mall/ontario-mills Claremont Village  
      www.thevillageclaremont.com/ 

 

 

 

 

Theme Parks: Universal Studios/City Walk, Universal City, CA        www.universalstudioshollywood.com/  Disneyland, Anaheim CA        https://disneyland.disney.go.com/  Knott’s Berry  Farm, Buena Park, CA        https://www.knotts.com/  Scandia, Ontario, CA       http://www.scandiafun.com/ontario/  
 

Golf Courses: Mountain Meadows Golf Course, Pomona, CA        http://www.mountainmeadowsgc.com/ Empire Lakes Golf Course, Rancho Cucamonga, CA        http://www.empirelakes.com/ Claremont Golf Course 

      www.claremontgolf.com/ 

  

Museums: Queen Mary, Long Beach, CA        www.queenmary.com/ LA Plaza de Cultura y Artes, Los Angeles, CA        www.lapca.org/ Aquarium of the Pacific, Long Beach, CA        www.aquariumofpacific.org/ The Getty Center, Los Angeles, CA        www.getty.edu/ La Brea Tar Pits, Los Angeles, CA        www.tarpits.org/ Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, CA       (Across the street from La Brea Tar Pits)        www.lacma.org/ California Science Center, Los Angeles, CA       www.californiasciencecenter.org/ Ontario Museum History and Art, Ontario, CA       http://www.ci.ontario.ca.us/index.aspx?page=444 Richard Nixon Presidential Library, Yorba Linda, CA        http://www.nixonlibrary.gov/ 

  

http://www.sanpedro.com/sp_point/portcall.htm
http://www.santamonicapier.org/
http://www.venicebeach.com/
http://www.shorelinevillage.com/
http://www.visitnewportbeach.com/vacations/balboa-peninsula/
http://www.olvera-street.com/
http://www.chinatownla.com/
http://www.visitlittletokyo.com/
http://www.tclchinesetheatres.com/
http://www.tclchinesetheatres.com/
http://www.candlelightpavilion.com/
http://www.bonellipark.org/index.html
http://www.ci.claremont.ca.us/ps.leisurerecreation.cfm?ID=2286
http://www.ci.claremont.ca.us/ps.leisurerecreation.cfm?ID=2286
http://www.thegrovela.com/
http://www.victoriagardensie.com/
http://www.montclairplaza.com/
http://www.simon.com/mall/ontario-mills
http://www.thevillageclaremont.com/
http://www.universalstudioshollywood.com/
https://disneyland.disney.go.com/
https://www.knotts.com/
http://www.scandiafun.com/ontario/
http://www.mountainmeadowsgc.com/
http://www.empirelakes.com/
http://www.claremontgolf.com/
http://www.queenmary.com/
http://www.lapca.org/
http://www.aquariumofpacific.org/
http://www.getty.edu/
http://www.tarpits.org/
http://www.lacma.org/
http://www.californiasciencecenter.org/
http://www.ci.ontario.ca.us/index.aspx?page=444
http://www.nixonlibrary.gov/
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Campus Map 
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